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ABSTRACT

Enhanced PV using a Novel Pump Configuration

Donough Patrick Shanahan

The pervaporation process is investigated in this work under the guises of process
design improvements and process performance. Several avenues of research were
investigated.
The main aim of the project was to investigate the use of liquid ring vacuum pumps for
permeate recovery at laboratory and industrial scales. Due to technical and
economical issues, these pumps were deemed unsuitable. This analysis then had to be
extended further. Previous work investigated the use of dry vacuum pump systems on
a lab scale and this work was extended to industrial scale simulations. Results from the
lab scale process particularly those relating to pump lifetime were also considered.
Elsewhere steam jet ejectors were previously considered and this analysis was also
expanded upon. No immediate option for Improvement in permeate recovery was
found. Research in vacuum technology was then considered to ascertain future
possibilities.
The next aim was to extend the work of a previous project. This work developed a
model for prediction the flux In a PV system without the need for experimentation.
The use of dimensionless numbers offered a way to possibly improve the prediction of
this model. These attempts to predict the mass transfer in the boundary layers
adjacent to the membrane. However Instead of modelling the boundary layers, it was
decided to Investigate possible methods for destroying these layers. This was deemed
to be more beneficial due to the possible increases in performance and lack of promise
for the pre-existing approach. Module design Is a key element in this strategy. Several
modules were proposed for further research as well as a strategy for testing these
modules.

Ill

The final two areas determine the effect of permeate pressure and performance
indicators (flux and selectivity) on PV performance. In permeate pressure a previous
classification system developed elsewhere was tested and simplified.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction
1.1 Membrane separations
A membrane is a physical barrier that allows the separation of a mixed stream.
Membrane processes do this by splitting the incoming feed into two streams;
permeate and retentate. The permeate contains the products that pass through
the membrane whereas the retentate contains products rejected from the
membrane. The selectivity and rate of this process is based on multiple factors
including pore size, shape, temperature, trans-membrane pressure, concentration,
membrane properties etc. Peng et al. (2003).

Examples of membrane

processes

include filtration,

micro-filtration,

ultra

filtration, nano-filtration, reverse osmosis, gas separations, and pervaporation
(PV). PV differs from other membrane process as it involves a phase change across
the membrane Baker, (1991). Thus it incorporates a combination of mass and heat
transfer to bring about the separation Bruschke, (1995).

1.2 Pervaporation
PV (PV) involves two processes, permeation of a component through the
membrane and evaporation upon exiting the membrane Bowen et al. (2004). PV is
usually used to break azeotropic mixtures. For such processes, it uses less energy
and is more compact than other unit operations such as distillation due to the
selectivity of the permeation process Shao and Huang (2007). This is because only
partial vaporisation of the feed is required due to the presence of the membrane.

1.3 Applications
Theoretically PV can be applied to many separations but the main applications are
1.

Dehydration of organic solvents that form azeotropes such as ethanol and
IPA using hydrophilic membranes.

2. Treatment of wastewater by removing VOCs such as phenols using
hydrophobic membranes.
3. Separation of anhydrous organic mixtures such as methanol-MTBE using
organo-selective or org-org membranes.

The potential applications for PV are vast. In reality, dehydration of alcohols
accounts for the vast majority of large scale industrial operations Jonquieres et al.
(2002). Figure 1-1 gives an outline of these separations types.

'
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Figure 1-1: Separation types for PV Lipnizki et al. (1999 A)

1.4 Research trends
Current research trends are hard to decipher. However, it is clear that a large
amount of research Is focused on membrane development Semenova et al. (1997);
Chapman et al. (2008) and modelling of the PV process Schaetzel et al. (2001);
Manning (2005); Neto (2000).
3

The engineering aspects of PV evoke little Interest. What has been done in this
area generally involves the construction of new modules or different modes of
operation. Despite this lack of interest, results from some proposals are very
promising Fontalvo (2006); Vane et al. (2005).

1.5 Overview of aims
The Initial aims of the project shown in the Project brief (ND) were to
1.

Install a new permeate recovery system involving the use of a liquid ring
vacuum pump (LRVP) and develop energy balances and cost predictions
thereafter. These were to be compared with current technologies.

2.

Examine the use of the dimensionless Peclet number to Improve
performance prediction In PV by modelling mass transfer in PV boundary
layers.

3.

Compare data on three different scales of PV operation to facilitate
development of scale up techniques.

It was found that
1.

LRVP were unsuitable and they used too much energy (section 5.6).

2. The Peclet number was discarded due to applicability issues (section 2.4.4).
3. Scale up was dismissed due to numerous reasons discussed in section 2.5.

Since the investigations Into the original alms were not robust enough to produce a
report, new hypothesis were required. After much formulation, the author decided
that the following aims were acceptable for consideration
1.

Identify the effects of varying performance indicators on PV performance
(Chapter 4).

2.

Extension of LRVP study to other vacuum technologies; desktop study to
identify suitable systems for installation from an economic analysis
(Chapter 5).

3.

From extension of the vacuum study, a review of the effects of permeate
pressure on PV to allow the completion of an economic analysis (chapter
3).

4.

Development of flow path towards the construction of novel modules to
improve the performance of PV; specifically isothermal modules (Chapter
6). This Is based on studies showing that destroying the boundary layers In
PV Is feasible but not yet economically viable (section 2.4.4).

Since a new hypothesis had to be developed by the author, an extensive literature
review was completed. The overall aim of the thesis will be to show these
investigations and verify the decisions made.

1.6 Overview of thesis
The following is a description of the chapters in the thesis.
Chapter two will describe a general review of literature. The areas covered are
1. General description of PV, brief historical context, basic theory, basic
equipment setup and future prospects.
2. Main performance indicators and effects of process parameters on those
indicators.
3.

Polarisation effects and use of dimensionless numbers In PV.

4. Typical module design.

Chapter three reviews the effects of permeate pressure on PV. The review focuses
on data in the region below 15 mbara. A large amount of literature that reports

such data is identified. Methods for refining the data and drawing general
conclusions are completed.

Chapter four investigates the effects of the performance indicators on PV
performance. This will cover effects on area, final product concentrations and on
the heat transfer aspects of PV. Conclusions regarding the design of PV will be
given.

Chapter five deals with the proposals for an alternative permeate recovery system
using vacuum technology. An introduction highlighting the current technologies
and possible means to improve on said technology Is given. Literature focusing on
similar projects and possible technologies Is Introduced and analysed. Desktop
feasibility studies are completed,
applicability

of

the

technology

followed
on

an

by calculations to
economic

and

assess the

technical

basis.

Recommendations as to future analysis are presented.

Chapter six focuses on module design In the PV process. Literature on standard
modules is presented and deficiencies are highlighted. Expected gains by removing
these deficiencies are assessed. New module designs are proposed by using
technology transfer between heat and mass transfer operations.

Chapter seven recaps the main results developed during the research. These
focused results are extended to yield more general conclusions.

CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Literature review

Abstract
In this review, general literature regarding PV has been described. Its aim is to
address key concepts in PV. Specific literature and its analysis (e.g. relating to
vacuum technology) is generally more topic specific and is not discussed here but
rather in its appropriate chapter. The layout of this chapter involves giving a
general overview of PV, identification of main performance indicators, effects of
process parameters, effects of polarisation, effects of module structure and
module design.

The reasons for not pursuing the research objectives as listed in section 1.5 are
discussed in this section under the appropriate sub-headings.

2.1

Overview of PV

2.1.1 Basics of PV
PV involves bring a feed mixture in contact with a non-porous membrane whereby
a selective separation takes place which purifies the feed. One or more of the
components selectively diffuses into and through the membrane while the
remaining components are rejected from the membrane. The permeating
component vapourises as it crosses the membrane. The heat required for the
vaporisation is drawn form the feed. This Is shown schematically in Figure 2-1.
Membrane

Figure 2-1: Schematic of the PV process Bowen et al. (2004)

The driving force for PV is the difference in chemical potential across the
membrane.

This

difference

is

brought

about

by

a

difference

in

partial

pressure/concentration of a component across the membrane (Strathmann et al.
2006). Thus the concentration of permeating components on the permeate side of
the membrane is kept as close to zero as possible to maximise the driving force. PV
is a versatile separation process. Its possible advantages are well documented by
various authors George & Thomas (2000); Bowen et al. (2004).

2.1.2 Brief commercial history
The history of PV is extensive. However this brief overview will only discuss the
commercial history. For a more extensive history, refer elsewhere Huang & Feng
(1994); Fahmy (2002).

The first large scale commercial application of PV occurred In Brazil In 1984 Maus
(2007). However despite its possible potential, PV has only excelled in the hybrid
production of anhydrous alcohol with a limited amount of plants being
constructed. Indeed several industries predict that PV growth may stagnate or
decline in the near future. The main barriers are lack of information about the
capabilities of the process and the high cost specifically of modules and then of
membranes. Jonquieres et al. (2002); Baker (2004); LIpnizki et al. (1999 A).

2.1.3 Basic Theory
Various prediction models compete for recognition. Theories generally focus on
predicting the mass transport through a membrane.

The solution diffusion theory Is the most prominent Rautenbach & Helmus (1994);
Schaetzel et al. (2001); Schaetzel et al. (2004); Wijmans & Baker (1995). This model
only predicts transport through the membrane. This transport occurs according to
the following mechanism;
1.

The molecules in the feed dissolve into the membrane. This energy

required for this process is related to the sorption rate. Thus the component with
the lowest 'activation' energy is preferentially sorbed. This depends on feedmembrane interactions and feed properties.
2.

The molecules then migrate through the membrane. This Is brought about

by the difference in chemical potential across the membrane. The process is
influenced by feed properties, membrane properties and process parameters.
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3.

The final step occurs when the molecules having migrated completely

through the membrane, desorb Into the downstream vacuum compartment. As
the downstream compartment is close to absolute vacuum, it is often assumed
that this step happens Instantaneously.

.Lip

Feed

Permeate

Pf
Pp

►X
Figure 2-2: Diagram of the solution-diffusion model Lipnizki et al. (1999 A)

Where x is the mole or mass fraction, p is the chemical potential, p is the pressure,
a Is the activity coefficient, Im is the membrane width and subscripts F and P
denote feed and permeate respectively.

The rate limiting step of this process is generally considered to be the migration
through the membrane. A diagram of this mechanism Is given in Figure 2-2. The
dark central rectangle denotes the membrane.

Other models include the resistance in series model Tu et al. (2005); Huang et al.
(2002), the classical pore flow model Okada & Matsuura (1992), various
irreversible thermodynamic models Schaetzel et al. (2001); Izak et al. (2003) and
hybrid models Chang et al. (2007)
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Interactions not related to membrane transport have to be retroactively modelled.
Such interactions could involve the actions of the feed in the feed space prior to
membrane contact. Concentration polarisation for example can be an important
parameter (section 2.4). Authors have also investigated the limitations of these
models Kamaruddin & Koros (1997); Nagy (2004); Ren & Jiang (1998).

Suffice to say large uncertainties still exist with predicting the mechanisms for PV
performance. An overview of transport mechanisms can be found in various texts
Stratmann et al. (2006); Baker (2004).

2.1.4 Basic setup
PV can be carried in a number of different ways and configurations as shown in
Figure 2-3. The first method shown (1) is vacuum PV. A vacuum is applied to lower
the partial pressure at the permeate of the evaporating component. This is usually
achieved by application of a refrigerated condenser with an offline vacuum pump.

The second

method

(2) shows thermopervaporation.

Here the feed side

temperature is kept well above that of the permeate so as to create a partial
pressure difference across the membrane. A vacuum may not be required (but
usually is used) on the permeate side.

The third method (3) is sweep gas PV. A sweep gas is introduced to the permeate
side of the membrane which carries away the vapour permeate, keeping the
partial pressure at this side of the membrane near zero Lipnizki et al. (1999 A);
Strathmann et al. (2006).
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Figure 2-3: Different forms of PV Lipnizki et al. (1999 A)

While each of these processes is viable on a lab scale Mandal et al. (2006); Franken
et al. (1988); Kujawski and Krajewski (2004) only a combined vacuum and
condensation process (1 & 2) is viable at industrial scale Lipnizki et al. (1999 A);
Wynn (2001). The setup for Industrial operation Is shown in Figure 2-4.

The membranes are arranged in cascades to complete the separation. The cascade
is placed Inside a vacuum vessel. The vacuum is produced by condensing the
permeate vapour using a refrigerated condenser. Thus for the vacuum to exist,
product must be withdrawn. When there Is no product (e.g. start-up), the offline
vacuum pump draws the vacuum required.
Pervaporation

Figure 2-4: PV on an industrial scale Smitha et al. (2004)
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Another requirement is to keep the permeate side of the membrane dry. This is to
stop degradation of the membrane. This has to be done at all times Sulzer (2000).
To this end permeate withdrawal can be a complicated process.

The purpose of the interstage reheating is to keep the feed entering each
membrane

module

at the

required temperature.

Across

each

module a

temperature decline will occur in the feed/retentate space. This causes later
portions of a module to be less effective than initial portions and Is called
temperature polarisation (discussed in section 2.4.2). To reduce the effects, the
module size is limited and a reheater Is placed between modules.
PV is usually Integrated into plant operations via a hybrid process. This means that
the PV unit will be coupled with another unit to perform the separation. This is
mainly achieved by coupling PV and distillation. The purpose of the PV unit is to
break azeotropic mixtures that may develop in the distillation column. Thus it is
usually considered an integral but minor part of the operation Wynn (2001);
LipnizkI et al. (1999 A).

2.1.5 Prospects
Current obstacles to the uptake of PV mainly lie In the uncertainty of the process
capabilities for prospective clients. Other major items include high membrane or
membrane module cost Jonquieres et al. (2002).

The prospects for PV mainly hinge on developments in research. Current hybrid
units can outperform some traditional separation processes but standalone PV is
rarely economically viable LipnizkI et al. (1999 A); Van Hoof et al. (2004). Several
processes have been linked to the development of PV such as fermentation
coupled with PV Luccio et al. (2002); O'Brien et al. (2000). VOC removal Is also a
targeted process. This process Is ideally suited to PV as the latent heat of the
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permeating components is low which makes it attractive versus distillation. The
American company MTR are very active in this area and have produced several
plants for this process (Baker 2001); Peng et al. (2004); MTR (2008).

Organic-organic separations are also highly prized for their importance in the
chemical industry and oil refining. Relatively few processes have been developed
due mainly to poor performance Villaluenga & Mohammadi (2000); Smitha et al.
(2004). Sulzer have recently developed the MTBE-methanol separation process
Maus & Bruschke (2002). The main market in the coming years is predicted to be
the food and solvent Industries Baker (2001).

Detailed analysis and predictions for the development of the technology have been
made by Baker (2004) in Figure 2-5 (analysis) and Figure 2-6 (future predictions). It
predicts that the technology will have a limited growth because much of the
interest in PV operation in the early stages has now dissipated. Several companies
have disbanded their research groups mainly due to economic reasons. The future
development of PV thus lies mainly with researchers Baker (2001); Baker (2004).

Binning and Lee
at American Oil
publish the first
systematic studies

Separex operates a
1-2 gpm methanol/MTBE
pilot plant - 1988
Neel and Aptel
at Toulouse
continue laboratory
pervaporation studies

1950

1960

1970

1980

GFT constructs the
first commercial
pervaporation plant for
dehydration of ethanol - 1982

First commercial VOC-from-water
pervaproration plant installed - 1996

1990

GFT constructs the
Bethenville 5000 kg/h
ethanol dehydration
plant - 1988

Figure 2-5; Developments of PV Baker (2004)
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Figure 2-6: Future predictions for the PV process Baker (2001)

2.2 Main performance indicators
2.2.1 Flux
The flux of a membrane is the total amount of material that passes through the
membrane as defined in Equation 2-1. High flux is desirable.

At
Equation 2-1: Definition of flux

Where J is the trans-membrane flux, Mp is the mass flow of the permeate, A is the
membrane area and t is the time allowed.

2.2.2 Selectivity
Selectivity (a) also termed separation factor is defined as the ratio of components
in the permeate to the ratio of components in the feed as In Equation 2-2
Rautenbach & Helmus (1994). High selectivity is desirable.
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x^’

a=

X\

Equation 2-2: Definition of Selectivity

Where x^and x'^are the molar fractions in the permeate and feed streams respectively.

A similar indicator in other membrane processes such as RO and NF is rejection
(RN). This is defined in Equation 2-3. High rejection is desirable. Rejection could be
a

more

useful

performance

indicator.

Consider

Equation

2-2.

it

describes

essentially permeate purity. In most PV operations, the permeate will always be
the minor (less massive) and possibly the lesser value product. In ethanol
dehydration for example, the permeate is mostly water and is probably removed
to waste treatment. Since the amount of permeate is small, relatively high
concentrations of product in the permeate only results in a small loss of product.
Rejection however shows the amount of solute retained and shows the relative
concentration of the retentate (the more valuable component) to the feed.

X,
Equation 2-3: Definition of Rejection

2.2.3 Stage cut
A final measure of performance using in PV is that of stage cut/recovery. This is
simply the ratio of permeate flow to the feed flow. It shows, when compared to
initial concentration of the feed, how much of the feed has been purified. It is
analogous to recovery Hoda et al. (2005); Jiratannanon et al. (2005).
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2.3 Main parameters affecting PV performance
2.3.1 Introduction
Several factors determine the success of a PV process. These include feed
properties (temperature, pressure, concentration, turbulence), partial pressure
differential

across

the

membrane,

concentration

polarisation,

membrane

properties (materials, thickness, affinity and complex interactions) amongst others.

2.3.2 Feed Temperature
Feed temperature effects both flux and selectivity though the membrane. Many
authors have shown that Increasing the temperature increases the membrane flux
(by Increasing the permeability) but decreases the selectivity as shown In Figure 2Atra et al. (1999); Huang et al. (2000); Villaluenga & Tabe-Mohammadi (2000); Toti
& Amlnabhavi (2004). Some cases exist however where temperature has little
effect or opposite effect to the above on selectivity Gallego-Lizon et al. (2002);
Mandal & Bhattacharya (2006).

Temperature effects on permeability/flux is widely accepted by many researchers
to follows an Arrhenius type relationship shown in Equation 2-4 Villaluenga &
Tabe-Mohammadi (2000); Smitha et al. (2004); Peng et al. (2004).

Q, = Qo expL

\

or

Ji

=

Jq

exp

r

p

1

IR'l'i

Equation 2-4: Arrhenius type equation describing the effect of temperature on flux

Where Q Is the permeate flux, Ep Is the activation energy of permeation, R Is the
universal gas constant and T is the absolute temperature.
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These relationships can be integrated into equations for PV to help predict
performance at different temperatures Sommer & Melin (2005). A plot of ln(J)
versus the Inverse of temperature will yield the other components of the equation.
Temperature mainly affects the activation energy.

Flux

Selectivity

1 / Temperature fC')
Figure 2-7: Effect of temperature on flux and selectivity of benzene/cyclohexane mixtures
Villaluenga and Tabe-Mohammadi (2000); Smitha et al. (2004)

Some studies stipulate that temperature had two effects on the membrane
Villaluenga

&

Tabe-MohammadI

(2000).

Firstly

increasing

polymer

chain

mobility/segment motions facilitates diffusion of both components Gallego-Lizon
et al. (2002). This is similar to increasing the free volume of the membrane. As the
temperature Increases, the amplitude and frequency of the polymer chain
movement increases. This increases the free volume and thus lessens the
resistance to flux. Now, many components can permeate easily and thus the
selectivity decreases Atra et al. (1999); Srinivasan et al. (2007).

Secondly, weakening the interaction between the preferentially attracted molecule
and the membrane which lowers the sorption of the molecule occurs due to the
high temperatures Villaluenga & Tabe-Mohammadi (2000).
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Other studies have speculated that components with lower activation energy
permeate better because there exists a greater affinity between the components
and the membrane and because of molecular size Ghazali et al. (1997). This effect
is also evident when comparing the transport of a substance through different
membranes.

When the activation energy for transport is high, more energy is needed and that
temperature has a greater effect. These differences in energies are accounted for
by differences in membrane structure Qiao et al. (2005). Low component
activation energy or energies that are equal for the In the feed can also decouple
or reduce the degradation of selectivity by temperature Sommer & Melin (2005);
Gorri et al. (2006). Temperature can also have an effect on swelling of the
membrane Gallego-LIzon et al. (2002).

2.3.3 Pressure differential
The pressure difference between the feed and the permeate sides of a membrane
is directly related to the driving force or the activity gradient across the membrane.
The closer one Is to the saturation vapour pressure limit, the stronger the influence
of permeate pressure (shown in Figure 2-9). At these higher pressures the feed
pressure may also influence the separation. Lower permeate pressures induce
bigger gradients Smitha et al. (2004).

2.3.3.1 Permeate pressure
This effect will be discussed in more detail In chapter 6. The effect of
permeate/downstream pressure has been documented by various authors.
Decreasing the pressure was found to increase flux and selectivity for polar/non
polar mixtures as seen in Figure 2-8. This appears to hold for most systems.
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Figure 2-8: Effect of pressure on PV of ethanol/benzene mixtures Smitha et al. (2004)

2.3.3.2 Feed pressure
It is generally accepted that changes in feed pressure unless they are excessive,
have little influence on PV performance especially when compared with the effects
of changing permeate pressure. Feng & Huang (1997); Villaluenga & TabeMohammadi (2000); Bowen et al. (2004). This is shown in Figure 2-9.
(b)

(a)

Figure 2-9: Effect of feed and permeate pressure on flux of hexane through a rubbery PV
membrane Wijmans and Baker (1995)

However other researchers state that when the permeate pressure is higher than
atmospheric i.e., the feed pressure can influence performance Dutta & Sikdar
(1991); Smitha et al. (2004); Sommer & Melln (2005). The main advantage of
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operating at high feed pressures is that the feed can reach higher temperatures
while remaining in a liquid state. This allows higher fluxes.

2.3.4 Feed Concentration
In theory, PV can be used to separate any liquid mixture across ail concentration
ranges. However it is primarily used to remove the minor component from a
process stream in order to avoid high energy usage.

The flux and selectivity of a membrane Is determined by the diffusion and sorption
characteristics of the permeating component and the properties of the membrane.
Both of these processes are usually strongly influenced by the concentration of the
permeating component Johnson and Thomas (1999).

Figure 2-10 Is a general

representation for all PV processes.

Selectivity

►

025

0.50

Flux

0 75

Benzene in teed (wt%)
Figure 2-11: Effect of concentration on the PV of a benzene cyclohexane mixture Smitha et al.
(2004)

The reduction In selectivity at higher concentrations is caused by the plasticising of
the membrane by the permeating component. As the concentration of this
component in the membrane increases, the membrane swells and the chains relax
(plasticization of the membrane), allowing more of the other component through
(coupled transport). This is linked to an increase in free volume in the membrane
matrix and reduces selectivity. Vlllaluenga & Tabe-MohammadI (2000); Devi et al.
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(2006); Kanti et al. (2004). This swelling behaviour is directly measured in various
studies Toti & Aminabhavi (2004); Praptowidodo (2005).

The reason for decreasing flux at low feed concentrations is because as the feed
becomes leaner, there is less permeating component to contact the membrane
and thus permeate through. The other component Is rejected and thus the mass
transfer characteristics change (Kanti et al. 2004). Results seem to be universal for
all systems with the only difference being in the magnitude of the effects.

2.3.5 Feed flowrate
Author
Aroujalian

&.

Flow increase

Feed cone.

Flux

Selectivity

500<Re<2500

102 ppm

Slight

Slight

VOC

increase

increase

10 ppm VOC

Slight

Increase

Decrease

Decrease

Raisi (2007)
Trifunovi(i

et

0<Re<5500

increase

al. (2006)
Hoda

et

Recovery

al.

30<kg/hr<370

50% Water

Increase

Increase

l2<L/hr<108

<600 ppm

Increase

Increase

10% Water

Increase

Decrease

Constant

(2005)
Huang et ai.
(2002)

VOC

Jiraratananon

4.4<L/hi<32.5

et al. (2002)

16<Re<190

Kondo et al.

10<Re<130

5% Water

Increase

1.1 <m/s^

10% Water

Increase

24<L/hr^8

7.5% Butanol

Increase

(1997)
Richter et al.
(2006)
Srinivasan
al. (2007)

et

Increase

3172<Re^343

Table 2-1: Effects of flow characteristics on PV performance

The main effect of increasing feed flowrate is to increase the turbulence inside the
membrane cell. This should reduce polarisation effects. The effects of increasing
flowrate are listed in Table 2-1. The feed cone, column refers to the concentration
of the component being removed.
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In general, increases in the feed flow or the turbulence inside the module increase
both the flux and selectivity of the operation. The following points have also been
noted
•

Recovery decreased with feed flowrate. This is due to a decrease in time for
permeation to occur Trifunovic et al. (2006); Hoda et al. (2005). In other
words. Increasing the feed flowrate produced a retentate of lower purity.

•

Even

at very low concentrations for VOC separations,

increases

in

performance are still possible by increasing feed flowrate. Aroujalian & Raisi
(2007); Trifunovic et al. (2006); Huang et al. (2002). However the increases
in feed flow required to bring about such increases are excessive.
•

Increases in flux and selectivity at lower concentrations are less significant
than at higher concentrations for certain separations Huang et al. (2002).

•

Various studies show that Increasing the feed flow above a certain point has
limited effects. Huang et al. (2002); Kondo et al. (1997); Hoda et al. (2005);
Srinivasan et al. (2007). Other studies suggest that working in the turbulent
region is not economically viable due to the increased pumping cost
Srinivasan et al. (2007).

•

Where the selectivity decreased. It was postulated that swelling of the
membrane and coupled transport brought about the decrease Jlraratananon
et al. (2002)

From the above data it is seen that high feed flows (producing turbulence)
increases flux and selectivity. On the other hand high feed flows also allow less
time for separation and thus the recovery drops. There is thus a trade-off that
cannot be immediately reconciled. However considering that flux seems to level
off at a certain point whereas recovery will keep decreasing as feed flow is
increased, it is clear that the flow should be optimised on recovery and not flux.
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2.3.6 Feed composition and molecular properties
As already mentioned PV performance depends on the solubility and diffusivity of
the components in the feed. Solubility generally depends on the chemical nature
of the species whereas diffusivity depends largely upon size and shape of the
molecule and the amount of the diffusing species in the membrane.

The dehydration of IPA was compared to that of various butanol Isomers Qiao et
al. (2005). The research concluded that
1.

For strongly hydrophilic membranes, the water flux is not affected by alcohol
type.

2.

Coupled transport with water was larger for compounds that had a similar
solubility parameter to that of water. It was also larger for linear molecules.

3. As the molecular weight of an alcohol increased in dehydration processes,
the selectivity/separation performance increased. Also smaller molecular size
and high polarity increased the sorption and hence separation of alcohols
with a hydrophilic membrane.
4.

It was showed that a quasi-aspect ratio (a measure of molecular linearity)
could explain qualitatively the alcohol fluxes with high ratios leading to higher
alcohol fluxes.

5. The only parameters of the alcohols that could be clearly distinguished as
having an effect on the process were solubility parameter, polarity parameter
and molecular linearity.

Other researchers Van Baelen et al. (2005) compared the dehydration of
water/alcohol mixtures and an acetIc-acid/water mixture.
Comparison of the alcohol mixtures:
1.

All the mixtures follow roughly the same trend and swell the membrane at
higher water concentrations.
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2.

However there is a distinct difference between methanol and other alcohol
mixtures in that the methanol flux Is much higher. This is because methanol
can sorb independently onto the membrane whereas the other compounds
are too big/apolar and have to sorb in the presence of water (coupled
transport). Thus the selectivity for the methanol dehydration Is much lower
as methanol is able to compete with water at the membrane interface.

Comparison of IPA and acetic acid mixtures
1. Acetic acid can compete with water at the membrane due to its functional
group whereas IPA cannot. This leads to a higher flux but much lower
separation factor for the acetic acid mixtures.

It Is suggested that a molecule can transport through a membrane either by
'hopping' from sorption site to sorption site or by convective transport through the
membrane. The first method holds well for small and/or polar molecules
(methanol) whereas the latter is for bigger and/or apolar molecules (IPA). The flux
for these larger molecules is proportional to the water content In the feed. Such
behaviour is also common to vapour permeation. Lul et al. (2005) found that
smaller molecules such as heptane performed better than longer molecules
(pentane).

2.3.7 Membrane properties
2.3.7.1 Affinity
This property is crucial for separation. The membrane with a high affinity for one
component as compared to another will produce high selectivity. However, if the
affinity Is too high, the membrane could become highly swollen and lose its
integrity and selectivity. This it is important to control. Villaluenga and TabeMohammadi (2000); Praptowidodo (2005).
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2.3.7.2 Membrane thickness
Membrane thickness has a direct effect on both selectivity and flux. Thick
membranes provide low flux rates and high selectivity whereas the converse is
true for thin membranes Lipnizki et al. (1999 A); Devi et al. (2006).
The changes in flux can be explained by resistance. Transport through the
membrane Is diffusive and a thicker membrane will Increase the resistance
towards this transport Kanti et al. (2004). The easiest way to explain the increase in
selectivity Is to postulate that thicker membranes allow more time for the rejection
of the non permeating species. Various authors however explain it differently. It is
proposed that the top layer of the membrane is wet and the other side (vacuum
side) Is completely dry. The wet layer allows relatively unrestricted transport of the
feed whereas the dry layer forms a restrictive barrier through which only some
species can pass through. Thick membranes would have a larger dry layer and thus
are more selective Kanti et al. (2004); Devi et al. (2006); Rao et al. (2006); Smitha et
al. (2006).

Thickness Is limited by manufacturing techniques and membrane integrity as thin
membranes are not mechanically stable Peng et al. (2003). Figure 2-2 gives a good
general representation of the effect of thickness.

Figure 2-2: Effect of membrane thickness on PV performance Kanti et al. (2004)
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In one case, it was found that increasing the membrane thickness produced the
degradation of flux as seen in Figure 2-11 but did not affect selectivity Villaluenga
et al. (2005). Such behaviour would be useful to allow the flux to be optimised. The
development of ultrathin membranes suitable for PV that produce reasonably
good selectivity is a goal of many researchers Baker (2001); Smitha et al. (2004);
Shao & Huang (2007).
Other membrane properties are not a concern here and thus not covered.

2.4 Polarisation effects
Polarisation effects namely concentration polarisation (CP) and temperature
polarisation (TP) are predominant in PV operations. These reduce the performance
of the operation. This section describes these effects and their consequences. The
aims of research in these areas are also discussed.

2.4.1 Concentration polarisation
The phenomena of concentration polarisation affect ail membrane processes
Strathmann et al. (2006). It is similar to the boundary layer that occurs in heat
transfer design except that its main effect is to reduce mass transfer rather than
heat transfer.

Consider the operation of a binary PV process. Components A and B are brought
Into contact with a membrane. One of the components (say B) passes through the
membrane while component A is rejected from the membrane. Thus on or near
the membrane surface, there Is a depletion of B and an accumulation of A. This
accumulation forms a boundary layer which acts as a resistance to any incoming
permeating component, namely B Feng & Huang (1994). This concentration profile
is shown in Figure 2-12.
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It primarily affects processes where the permeating component is not very soluble
In the feed solution Strathmann et al. (2006) but is very permeable In the
membrane Shao & Huang (2007) Crowder & Cussler (1998). The permeating
component will leave the system very quickly but is not replenished easily In the
polarisation layer Bowen et al. (2004). By extension, this means that CP will be of a
larger concern for VOC removal form aqueous solutions than for dehydrations
Peng et al. (2003) Shao & Huang (2007), Baker et al (1997). It is often assumed that

the boundary' layer resistance dominates the VOC separation to such an extent that
the membrane resistance may be ignored Urtiaga et al. (1999). It may also of more
importance for dilute solutions Feng & Huang (1994).
Boundary

Membrane

Figure 2-3: Concentration profile of preferentially permeating component with concentration
polarisation Bhattacharya & Hwang (1997)

Where Cb Is the bulk feed concentration, Cw is the wall concentration, Q is the
concentration of component i,

Cp is the permeate concentration. Cm is the

concentration at the membrane, N Is the number of moles and D is the diffusion
coefficient

The effect of this is not only to reduce flux but also selectivity Bowen et al. (2004);
Shao and Huang (2007); Bhattacharya & Hwang (1997). Thus the membrane area
required for separation is Increased. To measure the effects of CP, the CP index
(CPI) is used. The values of this index range from zero to one. Values for CPI close
to zero mean that CP is the dominating mass transfer resistance whereas values
close to one show that the effects of CP are negligible Feng & Huang (1994).
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2.4.2 Temperature polarisation
This phenomenon has received far less attention than CP. This is due primarily to
the approach of accounting for temperature changes by using the feed and by
assuming that the effect is negligible Farve (2003). Temperature polarisation a
process that causes the temperature of the feed components at the membrane
surface and the temperature of bulk feed to differ Martmez-Diez & VazquezGonzalez (1999). Various scenarios for TP are shown In Figure 2-4.
Case 1 shows no TP and case 3 shows only TP in the boundary layer. Case 2
Includes TP in the membrane. The diagram also shows the various contributions to
TP (radiation loss, diffusive etc) and where they happen. Using this approach, it
was shown that
1. The TP effect is caused mainly by permeate vaporisation
2.

Case 1 only holds for thin membranes with high feed turbulence.

3. The majority of the heat transfer resistance is caused by the liquid boundary
layer. Thus TP In the membrane can be assumed to be negligible and case 2
thus does not apply Favre (2003).

Buik (liquid)

Boundary Mf/nbrane

Permeate sirie

Module wall

Figure 2-4: Possible temperature profiles for PV Favre (2003)

Where T is the temperature, h|, hm hp are the heat transfer coefficients in the
liquid, membrane and permeate respectively and d id the module or gap height.
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Therefore as the amount of permeate product produced increases the larger the
difference between the bulk and membrane temperatures. This manifests itself in
industrial operations as a temperature drop across the membrane module or
surface. As the membrane area increases the permeate increases and thus the
temperature across the module increases. The effects of TP are to reduce
performance. These are described in more detail In sections 4.3 and 6.2.7.

2.4.3 Current research into CP and TP
There are two main areas of research Indicated by literature. The first aim is to
model and account for the process Gomez et al. (2007); Vasan et al. (2006); Jiang

et al. (1997); Bhattacharya & Hwang (1997); Miranda & Campos (2004); Vassan et
al. (2005). This process treats CP (or TP) as a process limitation i.e. an unavoidable

situation.
The second aim is to destroy the boundary layer thus reducing or removing the
effects of the boundary layer altogether. This treats CP as a process flaw i.e. a
situation that can be avoided. It focuses on improving the hydrodynamics of the
membrane modules either by producing better module designs (section 2.5 chapter
6) or increasing the feed flowrate (section 2.3.5). Substantial gains have been made
but no breakthrough for an industrially viable process has to date been made.

2.4.4 Modelling of the boundary layer in PV with reference to
the use of dimensionless numbers
One of the original alms of the thesis was to investigate the use of the Peclet
number to help develop the modelling of PV performance. As has been discussed
in previous sections, PV operation is hampered by the formation of a boundary
layer next to the membrane surface. The mass transfer characteristics of this
transport could be important for the overall determination of performance. The
mass transfer characteristics may be measured using the Peclet number. The
reasons why this avenue was discarded are as follows.
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For alcohol dehydrations, the target separation of this project, the effect of CP is
limited. In Manning (2004) the CPI was calculated for the dehydration of ACN.
Examining his experimental data shown in Table 2-2, it is clear that CP does not
have an effect (A CPI value of one means that there is no boundary layer). Thus
incorporating the effects of CP via the Peclet number into a model would not lead to
significant improvements in his model. Further replacing the CPI with Pe number
would not offer any significant gains. The same results can be extended to alcohol
dehydrations as the solubility of water in both alcohols and ACN are similar.
Water mass fraction in the feed (%)

Average CPI (Xi/X.f)

17.3

0.983

5.0

0.969

0.9

1.0
Table 2-2: Data showing the CPI for the dehydration of ACN Manning (2004)

Secondly the main problem with the current use of dimensionless numbers is that
either the particular methods are generally unsuccessful or that the use of such
numbers involves the use of arbitrary profiles. Despite attempts by the researchers
to find simple equations to model the effects; in reality the equations require
intensive calculation or measurements Bhattacharya & Hwang (1997); Vasan et al.
(2005). The use of the CPI is much simpler and not arbitrary and therefore the
preferred choice

Juxtaposing this with the advances made by other researchers and considering that
the boundary layer at present can be destroyed (but not in an economical fashion on
an industrial scale) and that the working solutions of interest in this project are not
affected by CP, it leads the author to believe that it would be more useful to further
the research into the destruction of the boundary layer. Moreover, if advances in
destroying the boundary layer were made, the underlying assumptions regarding
these dimensionless numbers would have to be re-examined and altered.
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2.5 Effects of module structure on performance
Hydrodynamics plays an important part in PV performance. It can be modified in
two main ways. The first is to alter the feed flowrate or feed velocity. The second is
to manipulate the module design. Both of these will alter the hydrodynamics of the
system specifically by inducing changes in turbulence in the feed space.

Another way of increasing the turbulence Is to use different module structures. In
the original aims, it was hoped that prediction of scale-up parameters for PV could
be investigated. This was because data potentially from three different scales
could potentially be applied. Unfortunately these three scales are of different
configurations. The three scales are shown in Table 3-3.
Unit

Area (m )

Module configuration

Sulzer (2000)

0.02

Single FS radial flow module

In house

0.11

Modules are flatsheet hat have baffles in the feed flow
space above the membrane.

Manning (2004)
Hartnett (2007)

250-300

PF device where the membrane acts as the baffles in the
flow space.

Table 2-3: Description of the different scales of operation

Ignoring the deficiencies In each module and assuming that they work to their
maximum efficiency, the hydrodynamics of each system is different. To show how
this would skew and limit scale up data from these modules, consider the following
studies.

Further in the PV dehydration of alcohols, a dead end system was compared to a
cross flow system Tuan et al. (2002). While the results of this test cannot be
directly compared with the proposed modules above, the comparison did highlight
that the cross flow system was in general more efficient. However, In three out of
the four feeds investigated (dehydration of ethanol, 1-proponal and 2-proponal),
the differences were insignificant. Thus the case existed where the module
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structure was important for some separations and not for others.

Therefore

scaling up between different modules is not a good basis.

Another study compared two different modules at different scales. It was shown
that different performance was achieved because the velocity profiles of both
modules were different. To do these simulations, the structural parameters of each
module are needed Zhang et al. (2005). Such data does not exist easily for any
module and is completely non-existent for the large scale module.

In short, to scale up, all the modules should have similar hydrodynamic
characteristics. In the case where this is not possible, the hydrodynamics should be
close enough so that one can approximate between then. Neither of these options
Is available and thus scale up procedures cannot be attempted.

For

future

studies,

standard

modules

should

be

identified.

The

easiest

configuration to use so as to produce such an analysis would be the tubular type
modules. These configurations are similar on all scales and some industrial data Is
available Morigami et al. (2001).

2.6 Module designs used in PV
In membrane technology numerous module designs exist. The standard designs
may be split Into two broad groups; flat sheet and tubular modules. Novel or non
standard designs usually involve modifying these standard designs.
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2.6.1 Standard designs
2.6.1.1 Laboratory Flat sheet (LFS) modules
The standard for lab scale modules is represented in Figure 2-5^

0

0

m
0
Figure 2-5: Lab scale flat sheet modules

These operations are suitable for membrane feasibility testing as they utilise small
membrane areas Sulzer (2000); Urtiaga (1999). The feed enters perpendicular to
the membrane and the flow inside the module Is radial. The retentate is collected
in a channel on the circumference of the membrane. Cross flow variations exist but
are not standard devices Zhang et al. (2006). These modules are not used In this
form for Industrial operations.

2.6.1.2 Plate and frame (PF) modules
These modules are essentially the larger version of the FS modules. In these
modules, multiple flat sheets are arranged in various forms to produce a compact
module for industrial operation. Various arrangements exist but these can be
represented by Figure 2-6. The permeate is collected in between the membrane
surfaces and flows Into a collection bore.

^ In this case b(r) stands for height at radius r and R stands for module radius.
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Permeate

Retentate

I

Figure 2-6; Example of a PF arrangement Urtiaga et al. (2007)

2.6.1.3 Spiral wound (SW) modules
This membrane is essentially a FS wrapped around a central bore. Several leaves
are often used in the wrapping process. To separate the membrane layers, spacers
May be inserted between the layers. These often have the added effect of
increasing turbulence In the flow path. These modules are becoming increasingly
popular. Most manufacturers in PV offer at least some applications with these
modules. This is due to their popularity In other membrane technologies. Diagrams
for these modules are shown in Figure 2-16 and elsewhere Lipnizki et al. (1999A);
Baker (2004); Mulder (1996); Strathmann (2(X)6).

ft.

C ) Spiral Wound Module

I
^

Module

»

tiaau;ige5gr.’.c>’~.'^’:7K7:icggttu:;:;:a:Rr2

FMtf

Figure 2-7: Spiral wound modules Baker (2004)

2.6.1.4 Tubular modules
Tubular membranes are the most basic tubular type modules. Tubes are either
internally or externally coated with the membrane. The permeating component
passes through the wall of the tube. Theses arrangements are dominated by Silica
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membranes with few modules suitable for use with PVA membranes available. The
tubes are usually no more than 10 mm In diameter. The Individual elements can be
arranged as a single tube, a stack of tubes or as multiple tube spaces (monolith) In
the one membrane diameter. These elements are shown in Figure 2-8.

These elements are normally housed In a shell and tube arrangement. The feed
may be shell side of tube side with the permeate collected on the opposite side.
The former has better feed flow characteristics but increases the resistance on the
permeate side Hoda et al. (2005); Van Veen (2004). The arrangements are the
same as in Figure 2-9.

Figure 2-8: Different types of tubular membrane elements Van Veen (2004)

2.6.1.5 Hollow fibre membranes
These modules are essentially micro-tubes with very small diameters. They can be
arranged with a shell side feed or a bore side feed as in Figure 2-9. The strands are
held at either end of the module. Supports and baffles may be used.

Shell Side reeo

Figure 2-9: Arrangement of hollow fibre membranes Baker (2004)

2.6.1.6 Dynamic modules
In these modules standard designs are modified by the use of dynamic agitation. In
its simplest form, this concept is a LFS module that has an agitator suspended
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directly above or on the membrane Favre (2003). More complex designs have
applied in PV such as a vibrating module on a small plant scale Vane & Alvarez
(2005). This research shows that destroying the boundary layer in PV could
increase performance up to seven times. Dynamic modules are becoming popular
in other membrane processes due to their ability to reduce the effects of CP and
fouling Mirsa (2008); Bokela (2008); Hegnauer (2008); Taamneh et al. (2008).

2.6.2 Comparison of standard modules
These standard modules are compared In
Table 2-4. This data has been amalgamated from multiple sources and membrane
operations. PF modules despite their high cost dominate the PV market due to
their ease of application and simplicity of membrane manufacture. However
tubular membranes are becoming more popular. These are more compatible with
ceramic membranes. They could have superior performance than
membranes Van Veen (2004); Weyd et al. (2008).
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current

Table 2-4: Comparison of standard modules across the membrane module spectrum
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2.6.3 Novel/Non-standard designs
2.6.3.1 Sweep gas module
In this arrangement, a non-condensable carrier gas is passed through the
permeate side of the membrane and reduces the concentration of the permeate at
this side towards zero as in Figure 2- and Figure 2-10 Kujawski & Krajewski (2004);
Lipnizki & Field (2001).
(b)

Rctcniiitc

I’cimcalc

Figure 2-10; Sweep gas PV Kujawski & Krajewski (2004)

While showing the ability to be used, a study concluded that this method is only
economical at large scale if a high permeates pressure can be tolerated Vallieres &
Favre (2004).

2.6.3.2 Isothermal modules
As discussed TP affects PV because the permeate is withdrawn as a vapour. This
will affect all module designs that use a certain membrane area or membrane flux.
For lab scale operations the effects are generally minimum due to the small
permeate fluxes. Larger scales by comparison are severely affected by TP.
Temperature across a single module can decrease significantly Ito et al. (1997);
sections 4.3 and 6.2.7. This severely compromises the performance of the module.
To combat TP, isothermal modules can be implemented. In such a module, the
feed is heated to ensure that as it traverses the membrane, its temperature does
not decline. Only two modules incorporating isothermal operation have been
commercially produced.
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The simplest of these modules is the Pervatech heat exchange module^. This
module is similar to a double pipe heat exchanger and is shown in Figure 2-. The
feed flows in the annular space and the permeate flow is outward. There is little
literature or test data available on this module.
Feed

Heat transfer
fluid —

Retentate,

1
J[

J'L
Permeate ;

Figure 2-20: Representation of Pervatech isothermal module

Another isothermal module is the Sulzer SMS concept module developed with ECN
Van Veen (2004) shown In Figure 2-2.

MtmDrine System

(jeort^efry

• Oj>tin>isjtion of
hydrodynanik-*
• aiinulai di»cf ffo»<

'ihell ffeatet/,
• Isolheinioi Opecalioii

Cl

Figure 2-21: Sulzer SMS module Van Veen (2004)

Again the feed flows in the annular space but the permeate flow in inward. Thus
the permeate is collected in the innermost tube and the heat transfer fluid flows in
the shell. Little data is available on the development of this module. This is due to
the failure of the Sulzer SMS concept. It Is evident that work with this module is
continuing. When a suitable membrane is developed. It could be reintroduced Van
Veen et al. (2006), ECN (2008).

Available at: http://www.mamut.net/PervatechBV/ [accessed 06-May-2008].
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CHAPTER

REVIEW OF THE EFFECT
OF PERMEATE PRESSURE
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3

Permeate pressure

Abstract
In PV there are three main process parameters that can affect performance; feed
temperature, feed composition and permeate pressure. Arguably the most important
of these parameters is permeate pressure as it is this that provides the driving force
for the separation. However the effects of varying this parameter have received
comparatively little attention in comparison to the other parameters.

In this chapter, a comprehensive review of the effects of permeate pressure was
completed. A large number of data sets were extracted from literature comprising of
twelve different feed systems. A classification system proposed by Ten & Field (2000)
were investigated. Their work developed this system based upon two feeds systems.
While the system Is valid the amount of information required for its application it is
not available In most of the data found. Therefore simplifications were proposed and
implemented. This simplified system was then used to classify the data sets and
ultimately by this process, the classification system and its simplified form were
tested.

The effects of permeate pressure on the ethanol dehydration system are then
presented in more detail. This allows analysis in chapter 4 to be completed.
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3.1

Introduction

In this chapter the effects of permeate pressure on PV performance are reviewed. The
reasons for doing so are
•

This data is not easily accessible as It is generally embedded Inside papers
focusing on novel membrane development. Furthermore few studies focus on
this effect.

•

Most data obtained on a lab scale use a permeate pressure that is lower than
that used in pilot or industrial operations. When scaling up from lab or even
pilot scale, these effects are not easily resolved and generally require
experimentation.

•

The analysis In Chapter 5 shows that industrial operation at lower permeate
pressures may be possible. To test such processes, the effects of the reduction
in pressure must be accounted for.

•

Permeate pressure Is arguably the most important process parameter in the PV
processes. However it has received relatively little study.

This chapter will firstly expand upon the works of Ten and Field (2000). This work
developed a classification for the effects of permeate pressure shown in Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1: Classification for the effects of permeate pressure for various systems Ten and Field (2000)

The items to focus on in the figure are the graphs which show the variance or
permeate concentration, component flux and selectivity versus permeate pressure for
different classes. The other information is not important for the present study, refer to
Ten and Field (2000).

To identify which class of system applies in a particular instance, the method devised
by Ten & Field (2000) needs to be solved. This involves plotting the partial flux of a
component versus its partial pressure in the permeate stream. The calculation of the
slope and intercept will allow 0, K and E to be solved. Another option is to solve the
equation set 3-1 as proposed by Lipnizki et al (1999A)
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Equation set 3-1: Equations required for predicting system classification

Where E is a dimensionless classification membrane term, K is the overall mass
transfer coefficient, P is the permeability,

is the saturated pressure, y* is the

permeate concentration at ultimate vacuum, y is the activity coefficient, and
subscripts o and w refer to organic and water phase respectively.

The classification was developed by testing two systems; removal of phenol from
water and the removal of ethanol from water. The lack of a more comprehensive
number of tests is an indication of the difficulty in solving the equations. In the first
method, the fugacity of the mixture is required and these can be hard to obtain. The
second method requires pure permeation tests. These are rarely completed as they
otherwise produce data of limited value. A similar case exists for the permeability
coefficients (P). Thus not only will this chapter endeavour to apply the classification, it
will also attempt to simplify the system.

The second part of the analysis will be to consider predicting the effects of pressure
for the ethanol dehydration system. This is used in Chapter 4 to allow the comparison
of various systems.
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3.2

Data used

Table 3-1 lists the references and data used for this chapter.

System & study number

Main author

Pressure (mbara)

Feed composition

1

Jiraratananon et al. (2002)

15-4

10% water

2

Kondo et al. (1997)

15-1

5% water

Kanti et al. (2004)

13.33-0.03

4.4% water

4

Okumu§ et al. (2003)

17.6-1

25% water

5

Okumu§ et al. (2003)

12.2- 1.3

6

Dhanuja et al. (2005)

15-0.01

12.5% water

7

Devi et al. (2005)

26.66-0.66

12.5% water

Devi et al. (2006 B)

13.33-0.1

2% water

Sridhar et al. (2006)

13.33-0.66

27.6% water

Kalyani et al. (2006)

13.33-0.66

12% water

11

Rao et al. (2006)

12-0.33

18% water

12

Rao et al. (2006)

12-0.33

18% water

13

Devi et al. (2006 C)

14

Smitha et al. (2006)

13.33-0.66

18% water

Mandal & Bhattacharya (2006)

15- 1

98% water

16

Weyd et al. (2008)

25-4

94% water

17

Huang et al. (2002)

17-2

99.8% water

18

Yahaya et al (2008)

213-0

lOOppm VOC

Sommer & Melin (2005)

100-20

20% ethanol

Jiang et al. (1997)

2-14

2% methanol

Sumesh & Bhattachcirya (2006)

0-300

100% methanol

Sumesh & Bhattacharya (2006)

0-27

100% water

Ethanol dehydration

I PA dehydration

DMFA dehydration
8
2-butanol dehydration
9
T-butanol dehydration
10
1,4 dioxane dehydration

Pyridine removal
15
VOC removal

Toluene - ethanol
19
Methanol - triglyme
20
Pure methanol
21
Pure water
22

Table 3-1; Permeate pressure data
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3.3 Analysis of classification system
3.3.1 Calculation path
The first procedure as suggested by Ten & Field (2000) was only available for ethanol
dehydration systems as the fugacity could be determined from Bowen et al. (2003).
The method as proposed by Lipnizki et al. (1999 A) was not possible to implement as
the amount of data required is not available in most cases.

However a simplification of the system may be made by examining the basic definition
of F. E relates PV to distillation. An E-value greater than one, Implies that PV improves
on the VLE of distillation. In general all the membranes Investigated were designed for
such a process. Therefore It is reasonable to assume that all E-values are greater than
one. This can then be verified by examining the permeate concentrations and
comparing them to VLE. In general it was found that the membranes did Improve
upon the VLE process.

For the ethanol dehydration systems, two methods (simplified system and method
proposed by Ten and Field (2000)) may be compared. It was found that the results
concurred with each other.

3.3.2 Results
There are four indicators of system class; selectivity profile, permeate concentration
profile, flux profile and y* value. These are shown for each study in Table 3-2. The
above statements allow us to resolve E as being greater than one unless otherwise
stated. This is because ail the membranes target a particular impurity and all
successfully remove this component (with varying degrees of success).
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From Table 3-2 it can be seen that there is disagreement between the various
indicators. This suggests that there is overlap between the various classes. This is also
evident from Figure 3-1. The main indicators according to Ten and Field (2000) are E
and y*. Using only these Indicators, most systems are class B. Essentially the system is
showing that the studies are suitable for the separation they are attempting to
achieve when compared to VLE characteristics.
System and study no.

System class indicator
Flux profile

y*

Selectivity

Permeate concentration

profile’

profile

1

B

A or B

AB

B

2

B

B

AB

B

3

B

A

AB

A

4

B

A or B

AB

A

6

B

A

AB

A

7

B

A

AB

B

8

A to B

A

AB

A or B

9

B

A

AB

A or B

10

B

A

AB

B

11

B

A

AB

A

12

B

B

AB

A

13

B

A or B

AB

B

14

B

A

AB

B

(E> lorE< 1)

B or D

D or A

AB

C

16

B

A

AB

A

17

B

A

CD

A

18

-

C

CD

-

19

B

A or B

CD

A or B

20

-

D

CD

-

21

B

B or C

22

B

B

15

Table 3-2: Results for system classification

^ The selectivity profile can be either AB or CD type. That is the profile for a system of type A should be
very similar to that for one of type B.
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However once the other parameters are incorporated, disagreement begins to
appear. This disagreement can be explained by examining Figure 3-2.
100
Class A

Class B

Membrane
properties
enhanced by
furctionaiisation

/•
▼

10

O

X ^

cP

O Phenot-func, PDMS

Class D

Class C

+ cNoroforrrvfunc PDMS
O Pyridine-func PDMS
XMlBK-furicPDMS
■ Organics*-Pure PDMS
0.1

0?

yi

Figure 3-2: System class depending on E and y, Ten and Field (2000)

All system classes have the ability to overlap with another system to some extent.
Therefore some amount of disagreement is to be expected.
Another explanation for the disagreement is that the system is not best suited for the
data involved. In the data all the membranes should have an E value greater than one
as they are successfully targeting a particular component for removal and that the
sorption coefficients for the most part will be similar. Further these systems (most
dehydrations) will generally exhibit a permeate that has a y* greater than 0.5.
Therefore the profiles may not agree with the classification system as they are
predefined.
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In either case the need for E (and indeed y*) is superfluous for engineering
applications. While E could be used as a measure for comparing membranes and
deciding on their use in development stages, end users will require this information to
be already available. Essentially the user will want to install a system that works.
Furthermore E does not account for the flux through the membrane. It only gives a
measure of improvement on the VLE characteristics. Many membranes were found to
have high E values but very low fluxes. Using this criteria alone could lead an engineer
to choose a low flux membrane system; clearly uneconomical. What are required for
an engineering design as regards the effects of permeate pressure are the flux and
selectivity profiles not E or y*. These are best suited for use in membrane
development stages.

3.4 Effect

of

permeate

pressure

on

ethanol

dehydration
Several studies identified the effect of permeate pressure on the ethanol dehydration
system as shown in Table 3-1. Data from commercialised membranes is not available.
These effects are shown in Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4.

Figure 3-3: Change of flux with permeate pressure for studies 1, 2 and 4
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Figure 3-4: Change of selectivity with permeate pressure for studies 1, 2, 4 and 5

The figures show the ratio of flux or selectivity at a certain pressure in comparison to
the same data at the lowest pressure (Pmin). For example in Figure 3-3 for study 3; at
10 mbara the ratio has a value of 0.089. This means that the flux at 10 mbara is
approximately 11 times smaller^ that the flux produced at Pmin (0.033 mbara). There
is a large disparity.

This data was examined to allow the comparison of various permeate recovery
systems in section 5.6 as each system produced a different permeate pressure. The
region of interest was pressures between 10 mbara and 1 mbara. Due to the disparity
and since this data is not based on commercial membranes, best case and worst case
scenarios are developed for the comparison. The best case scenario is thus taken as
Kanti et al. (2004) while the worst case scenario is taken as Okomu§ et al. (2003) based
on flux. This is shown for a range of 10 mbara to 5 mbara in Table 3-3.

I.e. the inverse of 0.089 is approximately 11.2.
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Study

Increase in flux

Increase in selectivity

3

2.20 times

1.30 times

1

1.16 times

1.04 times

2

1.13 times

1.02 times

4

1.11 times

1.28 times

Table 3-3: Effect of pressure over a limited range on PV

3.5 Effects on other systems
The analysis for the ethanol dehydration system is expanded to include the other
systems shown In Table 3-1. The results are shown in Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6. The
purpose of these graphs is to see if any general conclusions may be drawn form the
data.

Examining Figure 3-5 it is obvious that there are large differences between different
systems. In some cases permeate pressure has a large influence (e.g. series 3) whereas
only it has small influence for others (e.g. series 1), even for systems with similar
feeds^. However in general the straight line slope of each series is reasonably similar
(negative slope ranging from -0.01 to 0.05) as can be seen from the graph. Thus each
system would produce similar shapes or profiles. This is in agreement with Table 3-2
where most of the flux profiles are of type A.

For example IPA dehydration, studies 6 and 7; ethanol dehydration studies 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 etc.
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Figure 3-5: Effect of permeate pressure on flux w.r.t. the minimum pressure for multiple systems

Figure 3-6: Effect of permeate pressure on selectivity w.r.t. the minimum pressure for multiple systems
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From Figure 3-6 the effects of selectivity can be seen. Most studies show that
decreasing permeate pressure has a positive effect. Three studies however (studies 5,
17 and 20) show that the permeate pressure does not always produce a positive
effect. Again there is disparity between the results even for systems that have similar
feeds'^.

Therefore only two conclusions can be generated. The first is that permeate pressure
generally has a positive influence on the separation and this may be large. Secondly
the significant factor appears not to be the feed mixture but rather the membrane.
This is because for similar feed mixtures, different membranes produce disparate
results. Thus to extend this analysis so as to produce a prediction technique, specific
membrane data is required. This Is beyond the scope of this project.

3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter a large amount of permeate pressure data was reviewed. A
classification system was reviewed and analyzed. This system was found to be more
suitable for membrane development stages rather than for an engineering design. For
this stage It is advised to use data specific to the system In place i.e. using the actual
profiles of the effect.

The effects specific to the ethanol dehydration system were shown. Reducing the
permeate pressure can significantly Increase the performance of the PV process. This
analysis was extended to other systems. Finally the effects for all the processes were
compared. Large variations between different systems and even similar systems were
seen prompting the suggestion that the membrane is the primary governing issue for
the effect of permeate pressure.
This is not very clear in this graph. However consider a y axis value of 0.2 and 0.05. The 0.2 represents
a flux at pressure P that is 5 times smaller than that at the Pmin whereas 0.05 represents a flux 20 times
smaller. The reason that these appear close is that the ratio has a minimum value of zero. So
differences near zero appear minimised.
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4

Effects of flux and selectivity on membrane area

and pervaporation performance

Abstract
The main performance indicators in PV are flux and selectivity. The significance of
these is discussed in this chapter. The first section investigates these performance
indicators in relation to product stream purity and membrane area. The second
section focuses on the effects of flux and Its relationship to temperature
polarisation.

It was found that certain rules of thumb can be applied. For selectivity its effects are
only significant at low vales except at low feed concentrations. After a certain point,
further Increases in selectivity do not increase performance significantly. This point
changes with feed concentration. Thus ranges of membrane selectivity that are
required can be defined. Once these values of selectivity are reached, optimising flux
will yield more substantial increases in performance in membrane design.

The relationship between flux and temperature polarisation was also investigated. It
was found that performance was reduced by high flux due to the large temperature
drops that this flux causes. To reduce this performance drop, the temperature drop
is limited by restraining the amount of permeate produced. Thus the module is
restricted to a maximum size and reheaters between multiple modules are
employed. This complicates design for industrial scales units.
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4.1

Introduction

This section provides an analysis on the effects of flux and selectivity on PV
performance. The calculations are based upon data obtained from a local large scale
PV unit Hartnett (2007) which is represented by Figure 2-4. This data (in Table 5-2
and 5-3) gives a Jo of 0.25 as shown in Section 9.6.1. In total nine membranes are
used, with three membranes in series (one block) and three of these blocks in
parallel. All references to concentration are based on the permeating component
unless otherwise stated.

4.2 Effects of selectivity on PV performance
4.2.1 Permeate purity
The effect of selectivity on permeate purity is shown in Figure 4-1. High selectivity
produces high permeate purities. However after a certain point, increases In
selectivity do not produce significant increases In permeate purity. A 'significant'
selectivity is seen (i.e. beyond the significant point, insignificant Increases In
performance are seen). This significant selectivity decreases with Increasing feed
concentration. Most commercial applications have a feed of 10% and generally have
a selectivity of approximately 500 or more.
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Figure 4-1: Change of permeate purity with selectivity at different feed concentrations

Flux has no influence on this result. Some target figures are presented for significant
selectivity in Table 4-1.
Feed concentration (%)

Significant selectivity at feed conditions

50

40-80

15

80 - 320

5

300-1000

1

1000-5000
Table 4-1: Target values for significant selectivity

More analysis Is now presented to confirm these values for significant selectivity.
Where possible the range will be made smaller.

4.2.2 Retentate purity
The effects of Increasing selectivity on retentate purity at a particular membrane
flux are shown In Figure 4-2. Again the significant selectivity is seen and it has the
same values to those in Table 4-1.
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Figure 4-2; Effect of selectivity on retentate composition for different feed compositions

4.2.3 Membrane area and product flow
The effects of selectivity on membrane area and mass flow of ethanol in the product are
shown in Figure 4-3 at constant feed conditions.

Figure 4-3: Effect of selectivity on membrane area at constant feed conditions
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With at a high selectivity (region 1), changing the selectivity has little effect on
membrane area. This is similar to Figure 4.1 and 4.3. The amount of retentate
increases slightly with selectivity as a higher purity In the permeate means less loss
of the ethanol from the retentate. In region 2, the membrane area Increases
marginally. This is beginning to reflect that a less pure permeate should mean a less
pure retentate. The decrease In retentate amount is still small. In region 3, the area
starts to increase as the selectivity decreases. What is more dramatic is that even
though the membrane area Increases to reach the final product concentration, the
amount of the retentate (ethanol) is significantly reduced.

The magnitude of the change is now clearer. An increase in selectivity of 100 to 600
for example only reduces membrane area by less than half a percent. Therefore the
lower values of the ranges proposed In Table 4.1 would be appropriate for the
significant selectivity.

This activity has been documented previously. It was showed that after certain
selectivity (100 in the study), increases in its value had little or a negative effect on
total annual costs as shown in Figure 4-4 Fahmy (2002); Fontalvo (2006).

Figure 4-4; Effect of selectivity on cost allowing for the interaction of selectivity and flux Fahmy (2002)
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4.3 Effects of flux on area
According to its definition flux is inversely proportional to membrane area.

4.4 Interaction of flux and selectivity
An attempt to explain the interaction of flux and selectivity in relation to product
production and vice versa will be made in the following paragraphs. Figure 4-5
shows how retentate purity changes with flux and selectivity at different flux and
feed levels.
The points can be summarised as follows:
1.

Selectivity has the greatest influence with a high flux operation and a high

feed concentration.
2.

Increasing the selectivity has little or no effect when the flux Is low.

3.

The effect of increasing selectivity at higher values is limited similar to

previous figures.
In Figure 4-6, the amount of ethanol In the recovered retentate is shown. There Is
little difference in the amount of ethanol produced for different fluxes at the same
feed concentration except at low selectivity.

Figure 4-5: Interaction of flux and selectivity at different feed concentrations with reference to
retentate purity
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Figure 4-6: Interaction of flux and selectivity at different feed concentrations with reference to
ethanol produced

Combining Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6 gives the full picture. At a selectivity of 80 for
the green lines for example, the purity of the retentate for a low flux membrane
(flux = 0.05) is poor. Thus little separation has occurred. For the high flux membrane
(flux = 0.9), the purity of the retentate is much higher. So even though slightly less
ethanol is recovered, that which is recovered is much purer. Therefore once the
significant selectivity has been reached as defined in previous analysis, flux is the
most significant parameter. At this stage the optimisation or increase of flux is more
important than that for selectivity.

4.5

Effects of flux on performance

4.5.1 Temperature Polarisation (TP)
As the feed contacts a certain section of the membrane, a particular component is
drawn through the membrane into the permeate stream. During this process, the
component vapourises. The latent heat required for this is derived from the feed.
Thus a temperature drop across the feed/retentate streams is observed with the
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retentate being cooler than the feed. This decrease in temperature will cause the
flux in subsequent membrane sections to decline. This is to be avoided.

An example of this temperature drop and associated flux decline can be seen in
Figure 4-7 Ito et al. (1997). This figure shows in the theoretical case studied, that
90% of the flux occurs in the first 50% of the membrane area.

Figure 4-7: Temperature drop profile across a membrane element Ito et al. (1997)

The temperature drop across the membrane can be calculated using Equation 4-1.
To use this equation, the membrane is split into several arbitrary sections and the
equation is applied to each in turn. The starting point is the feed while the end point
is the retentate.

^pn^^n-{n+\) ~ ^pn^fgpn

Equation 4-1: Method for determining the temperature drop across a module

Where Cp Is the heat capacity, AT is the temperature difference, Hfg is the latent
heat of vaporisation and n signifies 'for section n'.
A simplified equation has been has been proposed by applying the feed properties.
The error associated with this assumption would underestimate the temperature
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drop. A further attempt to simplify equation 3.2 by using the properties of each
component is shown in Equation 4-2 Ho & Sirkar (1992).

fg ^ ap

^T =

af

\

^

J

Equation 4-2: Method for determining the temperature drop across a module Aptel & Neel (1992)

To overestimate the temperature drop and obtain the worst case scenario, the
retentate mass flows and associated properties with the retentate composition
could be used in Equation 4-1. Finally the flux profile from Figure 4-7 can be used
with in Equation 4-1.

To assess these methods, the retentate temperature was calculated by each method
using industrial data collected Hartnett (2007). The values for the temperature drop
are shown in Table 4-2.
Test

Retentate temperature (°C)

Equation 4.2: Feed properties

27.05

Equation 4.2: Retentate properties

17.63

Equation 4.3

27.51

Equation 4.2 & Fig 4.7: 2 sections

25.18

Equation 4.2 & Fig 4.7: 3 sections

24.71

Table 4-2: Estimation of temperature drop using various methods

From Table 4-2, it is clear that all the methods are in reasonable agreement except
when the retentate Is used as the basis for calculation. This result can be discarded
as its basis is erroneous but does serve to show the absolute minimum temperature
that could theoretically occur. At lower temperature drops these values converge
even closer. All further calculations that involve estimating the temperature drop
across the module are completed using the fourth method unless otherwise stated.
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4.5.2 Effect of major properties on TP
The above phenomenon is affected by various factors. Assuming a constant
permeate pressure, membrane area, feed composition and feed temperature, the
main factors are feed mass flow, feed concentration and membrane flux. Examining
Figure 4-8, the effects of these parameters can be seen. These values were
calculated using the first method (feed properties) in Table 4-2 due to the large
amount of data.
It is assumed that temperature has no effect on flux. In reality the flux will decrease
or even drop to zero as the temperature decreases (section 2.3.2). The analysis thus
calculates the lowest retentate temperature that is theoretically possible. In Figure
4-8, the parameters of 300 m^ membrane area were set as follows^.
Parameter

High value

Low value

Feed flow (kg/hr)

1000

183.33

Feed concentration

20%

5%

Feed initial temperature (°C)

100

100

Flux (kg/m"/hr)

0.8

0.8

Table 4-3: Parameter table for figure 12

Low feed flow
High feed flow
Low Cone
t-lghConc

Figure 4-8: Effect of process parameters on the retentate temperature
^ The temperature drop across a lower flux membrane is less pronounced.
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In Figure 4-8, large decreases in temperature are shown to be theoretically possible.
Examining the assumption neglecting temperature drop affects on flux, this is not
realistic. When the temperature drops below ~20 degrees, essentially no flux will be
developed by the membrane. Under theoretical conditions, it can be seen that two
of the cases satisfy this condition. Thus If these parameters were used along with
the membrane area in question, the unit would not produce effective operation.

To avoid a large temperature drop for a high flux membrane with a constant
membrane area, it Is necessary to use high feed flowrates and low feed
concentrations. The high feed flowrates are not viable as the required outlet
concentrations will

not

be

met

without

extra

membrane

area.

The feed

concentrations are specified by the applications and thus cannot be manipulated.
Typical applications use a feed in the region of 20-5%.

Instead the membrane area is kept small so that a large flux per module is not
developed. This limits the amount of TP. Thus there is a limit to the size of
membrane modules so as to avoid excessive temperature drop. Few PV designs exist
that use a module size greater than 30m^ Weyd et al. (2008); Pfizer (2008).

Another way to reduce the temperature drop and hence the flux degradation across
the membrane would be to use isothermal modules rather than the current
technologies. This idea is prevalent in literature (Chapter 6) but few commercial or
theoretical modules exist to achieve this on a lab or industrial scale (section 2.3.6.2).
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4.5.3 Conclusions
The analysis has highlighted some interesting points. A 'significant selectivity' exists
above which point further increases In selectivity yield no substantial gain in
performance unless they are very large. This significant point increases in value at
low feed concentrations. In general selectivity does not influence membrane area
(except at unreasonably low values). High flux membranes are necessary to produce
pure retentate product and thus low membrane areas.

However under the current mode of adiabatic operation, high flux produces large
temperature drops In the feed/retentate space. If the flux is high enough, effective
design of a PV unit will not be possible for large membrane areas.
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5

Vacuum Technology

Abstract^
An analysis on the current and possible uses of various vacuum technologies in the
PV was carried out. This analysis centred around comparing the current
technologies used for PV on both a lab and industrial scale to various alternatives.
These proposals including using dry vacuum pumps, liquid ring vacuum pumps
(LRVP) and ejector systems.

It was found that all standard proposed technologies where either not immediately
viable or not economical or both. An atypical proposal first proposed by
Tsuyumoto (1997) was then investigated and this showed promise. However issues
regarding this system still exist and it was concluded that further development of
the technology is required. An extensive design and consultation process with a
vacuum pump supplier would be required.

Key improvements for future novel technologies were identified. Research trends
In vacuum technology were also examined to see If a more elegant solution may
become available in the future. A timeframe of at least five years is envisaged
before these Improvements become viable.

^ Parts of the analysis of this chapter have been submitted as follows: Shanahan, D*; O Suilleabhain,
C; O Sullivan, I. (2008) Alternative Permeate Recovery Systems for Pervaporation. Presented at The
World Filtration Conference, Leipzig, Germany.
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5.1

Introduction

The basic conventional PV system setup is shown in Figure 5-1. A vacuum pump is
placed behind a condenser system. On a lab scale the pump controls the vacuum.
On an industrial scale the reduction in volume caused by condensing the vapours
and Is the controlling factor^. The condenser removes any process gases by
condensing them or causing them to sublime before they reach the vacuum pump.
On a lab scale, the service fluid is usually liquid nitrogen whereas on an industrial
scale (for dehydration systems), a refrigerant is used as the service fluid (e.g. glycol

@ -20X).

REFRIGERANT
CONDENSER
INERTS
PERMEATE

Figure 5-1: Permeate recovery system on an industrial scale

The process despite being reasonably robust has a number of disadvantages.
Industrial scale:
•

The permeate pot has to be Isolated from the membrane module before it
can be emptied. This is to ensure that the membrane is kept under vacuum at
all times. Recovery of the permeate is cyclical.

•

The heat supplied to vapourise the permeate stream is not recovered. This
can be a significant heat loss depending on feed concentration/composition.

^ As long as there are vapours to condense; for start up and shut down (no vapours) the vacuum
pump provides the necessary vacuum.
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•

Pressure is limited to 10 mbara. Lower pressures cause permeate freezing
Maus (2007).

•

Large amounts of electricity are required to provide the service fluid for
vacuum condensation.

Lab scale:
•

The permeate is usually collected by condensation using liquid nitrogen or
dry ice which does not allow for continuous sampling of the permeate and
requires additional safety and storage implications.

•

Automated recycling of the permeate can be problematic especially if the
experiments are due to run over a large time period. Thus membrane
stability tests are complicated.

A proposed process diagram is illustrated in Figure 5-2. A vacuum pumping system
is used in place of a condenser to produce the vacuum. Various technologies or
combinations of technologies could be used. Previous work focused on the lab
scale Implementation of dry vacuum pumps Largartos (ND).
VACUUM PUMP
SYSTEM

PERMEATE

ATMOSPHERIC
PERMEATE FOR
RECOVERY

Figure 5-2: Proposed PV setup

The system has some distinct advantages:
•

It can run at lower pressures (depending on capacity) without freezing the
permeate. This pressure reduction will allow a reduction in membrane area.

•

The permeate can be recovered continuously.

•

The heat required to vapourise the permeate is recoverable.
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•

Refrigeration systems and their safety (especially on a lab scale) and cost
implications (all scales) are no longer a concern.

The main disadvantage is higher energy and capital costs due using large vacuum
pumps and large amounts of electricity.

The original object of the project was to look at applying LRVP. However it became
apparent that this option was not viable. Thus this chapter will deal with vacuum
pump technology in general. The general sphere of information relating to this
technology is described as well as previous work done in this field. Useful systems
from this sphere of the technology are Identified. Feasibility studies juxtaposing
these proposals with current standards are presented. The assessment of these
results leads to the development of metrics for the implementation or possible
implementation of the technology(ies) in PV. Finally research trends In vacuum
pump technology are discussed to ascertain future directions and improvements.

5.2 Literature review
5.2.1 Previous setups
As already mentioned, a project at this institution implemented such a system
using a dry running vacuum pump as In Figure 5-2. It was found that there was no
effect on PV performance and that the operation of the process was much
simplified as predicted. An analysis of the vacuum pump after the completion of
the project however showed that its performance had degraded to unacceptable
levels; refer to Appendix A.

Another study used a booster pump as the vacuum generator and compared it to
conventional system. The analysis showed that the booster pump system used 30%
more energy Nakane (1991).
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Booster pumps were also applied to avoid permeate freezing. This alteration also
allowed the use of lower pressures in the permeate system than possible with the
conventional system Tsuyumoto (1997).

The use of jet ejectors along the same lines as in Figure 5-2 was investigated for a
PV-distillation hybrid system Fahmy et al. (2002A); Fahmy et al. (2002B). The
motive stream used in the process entrained the permeate gases and the resultant
stream could be used for heating in the distillation column. This system was found
to be uneconomical. However such a system has not been investigated for a stand
alone PV device.

Thus heat recovery from the permeate stream for the purposes of reducing PV
feed and interstage reheating has not been considered. To ascertain what
technologies can be used, a review of vacuum technology is now presented.

5.3 Overview of vacuum technology
5.3.1 Definition of a vacuum
A vacuum is a space completely empty of matter. Several ranges or degrees of
vacuum are defined^. For the purpose of PV, the region of interest is 1 mbara < P <
25 mbara which is at the lower end of the 'rough vacuum' region. The upper limit
ensures that a good driving force for separation is always developed.

^ For a more complete definition of vacuum levels see the American Vacuum Society reference
guide available at: http://www.aip.orR/avsRuide/refguide/glossarv.html1

& National Physical

Laboratory, UK vacuum guide available at: http://www.npl.co.uk/server.php?show=nav.l087 [both
accessed on 27-04-08]
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5.3.2 Effect of pressure on volume
The lower limit of 1 mbara can be explained by examining the effect of pressure on
volume. As pressure decreases, volume increases in a power law fashion (for
steam, refer to Rogers & Mayhew (1995)). At low pressures, the volume tends
towards infinity and would be untenable especially at industrial flows. On the
other hand, many lab-scale studies do go below the lower threshold of 1 mbara.
However, since there is no valid way of predicting data at different pressures, it
was decided to stay within the 1-25 mbara range for this analysis.

5.3.3 Basic design
The sizing of vacuum pumps for gas handling (i.e. non evacuation purposes) is
based on the usage of pump curves. Examples of various curves for different pump
types are shown in Figure 5-3 BOC Edwards (2007).

Figure 5-3: Various vacuum pump curves

It is clear that specific pumps have specific ranges in which they operate. Using
curve number 3 as an example, it can be seen that if the pressure requirement is
low (<10'^ torr), then the volumetric capacity of the system will suffer. Further, if
the pressure is too high (>10° torr), the capacity again is limited.
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A further implication of Figure 5-3 relates to pressure rise. An ideal vacuum pump
would be able to produce the required level of vacuum while exhausting to
atmospheric pressure. This is generally possible for certain small capacity pumps
(<50 m^hr'^). For larger capacities, generally only a limited amount of pressure rise
across the pump is possible regardless of the technology used. A train of vacuum
pumps is needed for Industrial capacities. Finally gases being drawn through a
vacuum pump are compressed and the temperature of these gases will rise. This
needs to be monitored and controlled.

5.4 Criteria for Possible vacuum systems
For a vacuum system to be considered useful for the PV process It must be able to
1.

Produce the required vacuum at the required capacity

2.

Exhaust the vapours to atmospheric pressure. Failing that, exhaust them to a
pressure where they can be condensed with cooling water or incoming feed.

3.

Be process compatible for the conditions i.e. temperature, pressure, solvent
etc. Only pumps that use fluids that are compatible with the process or no
fluids at all may be used.

4.

Pumps that contaminate the process stream or pumps that are contaminated
by the stream are unsuitable. Thus all oil sealed pumps are discarded.

5.5 Possible &/ suitable vacuum pumps
In Figure 5-4 (adapted from Lafferty (1998); Tompkins (2002); Pfeiffer (2002) & O'
Hanlon (2003)) the most suitable methods for producing a vacuum for PV is shown.
Vacuum technology can be split into three distinct regions:
1.

Entrapment pumps. These capture the gas into a solid/liquid or absorbed
state.

2.

Positive displacement pumps. These use a mechanism as follows: a cavity is
created which the gas can enter, the cavity is then sealed and the gas is
compressed and then exhausted.
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3.

Kinetic/momentum transfer/molecular pumps. High speed blades or jets of
fluid are used to force the gaseous molecules out of the chamber.
Vacuum
Technology

Gas transfer
pumps

Entrapment
pumps

Positive
displacement
pump

Dry pumps

Claw pump

Kinetic
pump

Wet pumps

Wet pumps

Dry pumps

Wet pumps

Drag pump

Fluid entrapment
pump

Cold trap

[ Adsorption
pump

Rotary
pumps

■n^

Liquid Ring
Vacuum Pump

Screw pump

Turbomolec
ular pump

Scroll pump

Reciprocating
displacement
pumps

Dry pumps

Reciprocating
Diaphragm/
piston pump

Molecular
drag pump

Condenser

Ejector
pump

Hybrid
pump
Vapour/gas
jet pump

Liquid jet
pump

Mechanical
Booster pump
Roots
blower

Figure 5-4: Vacuum technology applicable to PV

Each of these regions can be further split into two subgroups: dry and wet vacuum
pumps. Dry pumps do not allow any other fluids such as lubricants to contaminate
the process. Wet pumps involve bringing another fluid into contact with the
process gases. The most useful vacuum systems will now be discussed.

5.5.1 Dry positive displacement pumps (DPDP)
The main types of pumps that are of interest are rotary pumps, reciprocating
displacement pump (RDP) and mechanical booster pumps.
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Rotary pumps contain a wide variety of technologies. In all cases some rotary
mechanism draws gas into a chamber and compresses the gases as it travels to the
outlet. Claw, scroll and screw pumps operate using an intermeshing design of a
claw, screw or scroll shape Lafferty (1998); BOC Edwards (2007). The gases enter a
depression in the rotary body and are brought to the outlet. This intermeshing
action causes the gas to be compressed and generates the vacuum. Figure 5-5
shows the internals of a claw pump Aliasso (1999). Claw and screw pumps can
reach flows of 1,500 m^hr'^ or more Tuthill (2003) whereas scroll pumps are more
suitable for capacities up to 30 m^hr'^ BOC Edwards (2007); Varian (2006).

Figure 5-5; Claw pump mechanism

RDP pumps have a reciprocating cylinder inside the pump body. This motion draws
gas into the chamber of the pump. The inlet Is closed; the gas is compressed and
finally exhausted through the discharge. For oil free operation as required by the
criteria, a subset of these pumps would have to be used. These are called
diaphragm pumps (DP). In this pump a diaphragm is manipulated by a connecting
rod that causes it to reciprocate. In general these pumps have small capacities
(circa. 1 m^hr'^) BOC Edwards (2007).
Mechanical booster & roots blower pumps are pumps for capacities higher than
those achievable by the previous technologies. Several forms exist but all operate
on the same principle. Figure 5-6 shows a diagram representing the internals
Aliasso (1999). The lobes of the pump intermesh and draw the gas form inlet to
outlet. Depending on their form, they can provide a range of capacities as shown In
table 5.2. These pumps are only suitable for large capacities.
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FIGURES 3,4,5.
Dry vacuum pumps,
including the hook-andclsw (left), screw (right)
and lobe I far right)
versions, are good
choices lor highly clean
operations
•.» U.U.Ti^£>-

Flow

Figure 5-6; Internals of a mechanical booster pump

Pump type

Max capacity (m^hr *)

Max AP (mbara)

Direct drive roots blower

4420

333

Mechanical booster

5700

75

SN 7000

7000

190

High differential roots

30000

30

Table 5-1: Different capacities and pressure rise of mechanical boosters BOC Edwards (2007)

5.5.1.1 Design implications
All of the above types of pumps have temperature limitations (< 40”C) and low
vapour tolerances. These tolerances mean that the technology cannot be
implemented safely for any PV process. This is discussed in Appendix A. Possible
methods for overcoming these limitations are also discussed in said Appendix A.
For further comparison It Is assumed that these or other methods and
developments allow said technologies to be implemented. This analysis will review
the viability of these technologies on the assumption that these limitations can be
overcome. These possibilities will be discussed in section 5.8 & Appendix A.

For lab scale designs making the same assumption, it is likely that a single pump
can be applied to the process from either the RDP or Scroll families. For industrial
operations, it is immediately clear that a vacuum train using multiple pumps would
be required.
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5.5.2 Wet positive displacement pumps
In a LRVP, an impeller is mounted inside a pump body in an eccentric manner. This
impeller is surrounded by a sealant fluid. As the impeller rotates, the fluid is
pushed towards the walls of the pump forming a uniform liquid ring around a gas
space. This creates gas pockets in the pump. Because the impeller Is eccentric, as It
rotates the gas pockets change size. The process gases are drawn into the pump by
the expanding gas pockets and are then compressed as the pockets decrease in
size. This is shown in Figure 5-7 ETBPP (1997); Aliasso (1999); Pfeiffer (2002); BOC
Edwards (2007).

The choice of sealant fluid Is a very Important. This determines the ultimate
pressure. For water (the typical sealant) at IS^C, the lowest pressure attainable is ~
20 mbara due to pump economics and cavitation. Secondly, contact between the
process gases and the sealant fluid is inevitable. If the fluids are not compatible,
cross contamination between process fluids and sealant fluid will occur.

Figure 5-7: Internals of a LRVP

However several advantages are also evident. The design is rugged and simple
even when sealant fluid recovery is required. Further when heat Is generated by
compressing the gases the sealant fluid removes it from the system by passing
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through a cooler. Finally the sealant fluid can be tailored to the gases In question.
Thus some amount of wet or corrosive gases can be handled.

5.5.2.1 Implications for design
These pumps can be applied on both lab and Industrial scales. The main issue for
lab scale is the amount of sealant fluid used. If this is too high, permeate
concentrations will be not be measurable. Electricity usage, condensation,
permeate pressure and size are the main issues for industrial design.

5.5.3 Dry Kinetic Vacuum Pumps
This area of pumps includes turbomolecular pumps (TM), molecular drag pumps
(MDP) and hybrid pumps which are a combination of the two Varian (2006); BOC
Edwards (2007); Danielson (ND).

Turbomolecular pumps (TM) are made up of a bank of rotating circular blades that
are angled. These blades spin at very high speeds in the region of 100,000 rpm.
Essentially the molecules of the gas hit a very fast moving surface. The energy of
the blades is transferred to the particle, increasing and/or altering the momentum
of the molecules. The gas is thus compressed in this manner in a number of stages
but the gas has a maximum exhaust pressure of 13 to 27 ubara.

Drag pumps differ from TM in that they have fixed sections as well as high speed
rotating sections. The momentum is transferred by dragging the molecules along
the fixed sections. They do not generate a vacuum as high as the TM pumps but
can pump against/exhaust to backing pressures of up to 33 mbara. They have a
much smaller capacity than TM pumps.
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Hybrid pumps simply stack the above two configurations on top of each other. The
power source for each pump is the same as are the shafts and motors. This allows
the benefits of both pumps to be achieved.

5.5.3.1 Implications for design
These pumps are not immediately applicable to large scale operation. Their
primary application is in the high to ultra high regions of vacuum. Lab scale
applications are possible but a cost analysis would show that previous types (scroll
pumps) are more economical. Their main interest Is for future Implications for the
vacuum industry.

5.5.4 Wet kinetic pumps
Ejector systems employ a high pressure fluid that expands across a nozzle and then
across a constriction (throat or venturi) to create a vacuum. Thus there Is a
conversion of pressure head to motive head back to pressure head. The first
conversion (pressure to motive) generates the vacuum and the second (motive to
pressure) compresses the entrained gases Croll^• Fahmy (2002); Aliasso (1999).The
final pressure at the outlet of the ejector will be Intermediate of the suction
vacuum pressure and the supply pressure of the motive fluid.

5.5.4.1 Implications for design
Ejectors come in several forms. For PV operations (suction pressure <20 mbara)
only two options are feasible. A multistage system with or without inter
condensers (Croll^) or alternatively a hybrid of an ejector system with a LRVP
Aliasso (1999) can be used. Capacities for these systems can reach millions of cubic
metres per hour and any vacuum pressure is possible (though not necessarily
economical). For lab scale operations, a simple aspirator would suffice.

Available at http://www.croll.com/ website/pr/vetheory.asp Accessed on 20 May 2008
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5.5.5 Entrapment pump
Entrapment systems produce a vacuum by capturing the process gas and changing
its state into a liquid or solid. The reduction in volume results in a vacuum being
generated or maintained provided that there is gas to be entrapped Lafferty
(1998). This is the device used by convention systems as in Figure 5-1. Another
form is the adsorption pump. This is not considered as the adsorbent needs to be
regenerated periodically and this can be problematic from a feasibility and
operational standpoint Fahmy et al. (2002 B).

5.5.5.1 Implications for design
In industrial systems as the duties required are so small, there Is no restriction on
the capacity that can be handled using condensers. However these systems have
pressure limits (~10 mbara) and will not produce a product at atmospheric
pressure. An atmospheric venting control system is thus required.

For lab systems, it is general practice to use Liquid Nitrogen as the service fluid Rao
et al. (2006); Bowen et al. (2004). This poses several safety hazards and operational
difficulties (e.g. periodic replacement of Liquid N2).

5.6 System comparison
Four systems are considered. They are
1.

Conventional system

2.

LRVP system: single pump

3. Theoretical dry vacuum pump system
4.

Ejector system
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These systems are compared where possible on a lab and industrial scale. This
comparison covers areas such as cost, energy usage etc. A description of the setup
of the above systems will now precede a comparison of costs and energy usage.

5.6.1 Lab scale
The costs of a dry vacuum pump system with a liquid nitrogen entrapment system
and a refrigerated bath entrapment system are compared.

A system employing a LRVP can be immediately discounted. The problem Is due to
permeate recovery. For a typical test, IL of permeate Is produced in 24 hours. The
composition of this is usually 95%/5% water/organic and purer. To employ a LRVP,
sealant fluid is required. The smallest type found was the Dekker DV2B. For the
once through setup, the service flowrate Is ~57 Lhr'^ Dekker (ND). Even assuming
100% recovery of the sealant, any permeate concentrations would be lost. This
would be unacceptable on a lab scale where best practice would be to verify all
Inputs and outputs to the system. This is especially true for the permeate
concentrations as the main PI for PV are based on the permeate concentrations.
The same argument holds for small ejector devices and aspirators.

For the dry vacuum pump system, it is assumed that a pump will be developed that
is suitable for the lab application, overcoming the shortcomings discussed
previously. It is also assumed that the cost for such a pump would be similar to
current models. In essence, it is assumed that a pump such as Varian TriScroll 300
or Edwards XDS 10 could handle the temperature tolerances Varian (2006); BOC
Edwards (2007). This facilitates a cost comparison. 10 m^hr'^ of permeate at 10
mbara is the basis for the comparison.
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For the entrapment systems, there are two permeate collection points to ensure
that the membrane is always under vacuum. These systems will use oil sealed
vacuum pumps as they are inexpensive. The cost of an oil filter Is included. The
cost of basic personal protective equipment for handling liquid N2 and cold
refrigerants is included. The cost of refrigerant and electricity Is estimated for 600
hours operation. The cost of the permeate systems is all that Is necessary for the
comparison. The costs are compared in Figure 5-8.
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Figure 5-8: Proposed cost of the different lab processes for 10 m^hr"^ system

The data for such costs were derived from consultation with suppliers Jencons
(2006); Fisher Scientific (2005) and are detailed In Appendix B. From the graph, It is
clear that the liquid nitrogen system is the least expensive. However, the other
systems provide simpler operation especially the dry pumping system as the
permeate is recovered at atmospheric pressure. Specifically permeate withdrawal
and possibly permeate recycle becomes much simpler and less hazardous. This
bodes very well for any future dry pumping system. The extra cost is not significant
enough to deter from the operational benefits.
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5.6.2 Industrial scale
Again the LRVP system is discounted. For operation, a pump similar to the Dekker
3K Maxima or the V13000 from Graham Corp. would be required Varian (2006).
These pumps would require in the region of 200+ kW. Further since the capital cost
would be of the order of €50,000 or more, these pumps are not considered
further. Thus the comparison is between the other three systems.

The data for this comparison is based on the operation of a local industrial PV unit.
Two sets of data were received for the dehydration of ethanol Hartnett (2007);
Hartnett (2008). This data is shown in Table 5-2. The difference between the data
is mode of operation. One operation takes feed at a relatively high concentration
whereas the other operation takes feed at a low concentration. The latter uses less
membrane area, produces less permeate flow but provides a purer product.

The key assumptions for the data set are as follows.
1.

Permeate pressure is 10 mbara

In the operation a complicated permeate collection system is in place. The
membrane modules are arranged in three parallel banks. Each of these banks
Is operated at a different permeate pressure namely 8, 9 & 18 mbara^. For
simplicity, the system was assumed to behave at a uniform 10 mbara. This
only applies to the conventional system.

2.

Permeate purity
While the membranes are capable of producing such high purities, it is
unlikely that this would occur 100% of the time. From experience, the
personnel have noted that the purity rarely drops below 98%. Thus to use the

These figures do not include the pressure drop across the condenser.
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membrane data available from literature Sulzer (2001), it was assumed that a
constant purity of 99% water in the permeate is achieved.

3.

Membrane arrangement
Due to the complex permeate pressure, the arrangement of the membranes
for 2007 in three banks. Two of these banks have three membrane modules
In series whereas the third has four membrane modules in series. Since
detailed data for the system is not available (membrane module mass
balances), this is simplified to a uniform system. Thus in the comparison, each
module will contain 33.33 m^ and there will be three modules in each bank.
This allows the total membrane area to stay the same as the Industrial
operation.

4.

No heat losses to the surroundings

5.

Permeate is the same temperature as the incoming feed

Data

Hartnett (2007)

Hartnett (2008)

Feed

15% water

3.6 % water

Feed mass flow (kg hr’')

550

450

Condenser set point (°C)

-21

-15

Membrane area (m )

300

270

Retentate purity

>98.5% ethanol

~99.5% ethanol

Feed ambient temperature (°C)

20

Feed temperature entering membranes (°C)

100

Feed pressure (bar)

1.5

Permeate pressure (mbara)

10

Permeate purity

99% water

Condenser fluid

Cilycol

Membrane arrangement

3 modules in series, 3 banks in parallel

Membrane

Pervap 2200

Table 5-2: Data from Pfizer operations. Data in black was obtained directly from plant personnel. All
values in blue are assumed.
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While this will lead to errors, there is little choice as the data from Pfizer Is not
complete. However for comparison purposes, these errors should not infringe
significantly upon results.
In Figure 5-9 the setup for the proposed systems Is shown. The diagram shows how
the proposals can recover the heat in the permeate stream by diverting it back to
through the super structure^. The arrangement of the proposed pump systems are
discussed in more detail in Appendix 9.3. The conventional system Is represented
by Figure 2.4.

FEED

Figure 5-9: Theoretical ideal setup on an industrial scale

5.6.2.1 Mass and Energy Balance
To develop a cost comparison, a mass and energy balance is required. This allows
costs for utilities and equipment sizes and cost can be estimated. The results for
the mass energy balance are shown In Table 5-3 and Table 5-4 respectively. For the
vacuum pump proposal column, the data for the most successful permeate
system, the dry pump system is shown. The resolution of the most successful
systems and their working pressures is achieved by comparing various vacuum
systems on energy and cost basis. This is discussed in section 5.7.2 and Appendix C.

For simplicity, the complete extent of steam lines and reheating capabilities are not shown. The
diagram is for illustration purposes only
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Data

Hartnett (2008)

Hartnett (2007)
Mass flow

Water mass fraction

Mass flow

Water mass fraction

(kghf')

(%)

(kghr')

(%)

Feed

183.3

15

150

3.6

Retentate

167.3

6.9

146.9

1.8

Permeate

16.0

99

3.1

99

Feed

167.3

6.9

147.2

1.8

Retentate

160.4

3

145.9

0.9

Permeate

6.9

99

1.4

99

Feed

160.4

3

145.9

0.9

Retentate

157.-5

1.3

145.2

0.4

Permeate

2.9

99

0.7

99

Module 1

Module 2

Module 3

Table 5-3: Module mass balances for a single bank of modules

Item

Energy use for current system

Energy use for proposals (kW)

(kW)
2007

2008

2007

2008

Feed pumping

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

Feed heating

17.3

7.1

6.2

4.7

Reheating

38.9

7.6

6.9

6.2

Vacuum pump

0.75

0.75

33.5

13.0

Refrigeration

11.5

2.2

0

0

Cooling water

0

0

16.7

7.6

Total Steam

56.2

14.7

13.1

10.9

Total Electricity

13.8

4.4

35

14.5

Total c.w.

Negligible

Negligible

16.7

7.6

Table 5-4: Comparison of energy usage for the two sets of data obtained from Pfizer with the
proposals

The proposal primarily uses electricity whereas the current technology uses mainly
steam. This difference is analysed in the next section.
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5.6.2.2 Costing comparison
This data is now extended to a costing analysis. The relative cost of the proposals
to the original system is shown in Table 5-5. It does not include the cost of
installation or of control systems which would be more expensive for the proposed
systems. Further these are the most conservative estimates. Less conservative
estimates based on data shown in section 3.4^. This analysis was generated as
shown in Appendix E.
Year

Conventional

Dry pump

Ejector system

2007

1.0

1.20

1.26

2008

1.0

0.90

-

Table 5-5: Comparison of proposals with conventional system

The table shows that the proposals offer little Incentive for further consideration
as improvements are not significant enough to warrant further analysis especially
considering the uncertainties Involved and that these are the best case scenarios.

5.7 Analysis
5.7.1 Validity of the comparison
Several indicators exist against which the analysis can be compared against.
1. Agreement of predicted and actual retentate composition
The predictions of the final retentate mass fractions (1.3% and 0.4%) are very close
to those of the actual operation (1.5% and 0.5%)

2.

Refrigeration and feed capacities

The total heat energy required by steam should be approximately equal to the
amount of heat required to condense the permeate vapours Maus (2007). In the

^ If the least conservative data from section 5.6.2 is used for example, the dry pump data for 2007
would produce a relative cost of 1.48. For 2008 data, the figure is 1.26
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analysis of the 2007 data, these figures compare as 56.2 kW versus 57.6 kW
respectively (a similar result Is seen for the 2008 data). For a similar permeate
flowrate Fahmy (2002) calculated that the refrigeration capacity would be 62.5 kW.

3. Temperature drop
The temperature drop across the membranes for the 2008 Pfizer data should be
approximately 10-15“C Hartnett, (2008). The temperature drops calculated were
16.4“C, 9.5‘’C and 4.3‘’C respectively for each of the modules 1, 2 & 3.

4.

Cost

Figure 5.10 shows a comparison of the cost per tonne of feed and the cost per
tonne of product respectively for various dehydration studies. It Is clear that the
costs generated are in reasonable agreement with other data (Sander & Soukup
(1987); Sander (1991); Sommer et al. (2002); Kujawski (2000); Asada (1991); CMP
(ND); Morigami et al. (2001)) Most of the figures agree with this study within
±20%.

Figure 5-10: Comparison of the cost per tonne of feed for various studies
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Thus the accuracy of the study has been verified and found to agree reasonably
with academic and industrial experience.

5.7.2 Decision making
Various decisions were made to resolve the above results. These impacted on the
validity and reliability of those results. The two most important decisions were
deciding the type of vacuum pump assembly to be used and the estimation of the
membrane area. Comments regarding other issues are also shown.

Vacuum pump choice and membrane area are interlinked. To reduce the
membrane area, the pressure needs to be reduced. To achieve this, a bigger pump
assembly is required. The following is based on data from BOC Edwards (2007).
Taking the 2007 data for example, two choices In pump systems were apparent
mainly a HV 30000 assembly or a HV 14000 assembly. Both of these are suitable
for the mass flowrate involved. However the HV 30000 can perform at 5 mbara
whereas the HV 14000 is limited to 10 mbara. The difference between the two
systems is that the HV 30000 requires a larger investment for the vacuum pumps
but a smaller Investment for the membranes. It was found that the HV 30000
system (lowest permeate pressure system) was the most economical. Thus the
effect of pressure on the ethanol dehydration needs to be ascertained.

For the 2008 data a similar but more complicated analysis occurs. There are four
choices for the vacuum train. Each of these produces different permeate pressures
and thus different membrane areas, capital costs and operating costs. The most
economical system was found to be the 622 Superblower backed by a GV 160. This
produces a permeate pressure of 4 mbara and is not the lowest pressure system
for this case.
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To estimate the effect of permeate pressure, literature data was consulted. No
data for commercial membranes was found. However four sources of data were
found for non commercial membranes for the dehydration of water. By estimating
the increases in flux and selectivity and Incorporating these into the mass balance,
the reduction in membrane area could be yielded. Table 5-5 shows the data that
produced the best performance Increases. The other data showed significantly
worse performance, the effect of which was to reduce the gains In economic
performance of the proposals. This data is shown in section 3.4.

The large size of the vacuum train is also a concern. The mass of a HV 30000
system for example is at least 5000 kg. Most PV units are coupled to distillation
columns. Thus this would require the elevation of the train off the ground. This
would add further to the capital costs. Installed costs for such large equipment
could not be estimated, only purchase costs as installation for such equipment is
site specific. This adds further uncertainty especially when compared to the
compactness of conventional systems Pfizer (2007).

Finally the vacuum pump train utilised for the dry pump option was the largest of
their kind. Using lower pressures or larger flows of permeate is not possible with
current technology. Considering that PV is a niche technology and that the main
aim is to provide stable operation by expansion, it is unlikely that operations will
remain small. The above scenario Is small In comparison to most typical units.
Typical units produce approximately 5 to 30 kL/day with a maximum of 150 kL/day
Jonquieres et al. (2002). This Is compared with the industrial partners operation of
15 kL/day.

All of these points do not bode well for the proposed scenarios. Where there are
positive economic predictions, these large uncertainties and limitations must be
considered.
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5.8 Improved or different technologies
To improve on the performance above and reduce the viability issues, other
avenues were investigated. There are two paths for investigation. The first path is
to consider the probability of improving the technology used in the previous
analysis. The second path is to consider the future directions in vacuum
technology.

5.8.1 Improved dry pumps
To reduce the viability issues, dry pumps will need to have better vapour and
temperature tolerances to overcome the problems highlighted in section 5.5.5.1.
The likelihood of this happening is not of primary concern for vacuum pump
manufacturers such as Varian Technologies Inc®. Their objective is to improve the
capacity of Scroll pumps. These pumps are being focused upon as they have good
energy efficiency. Once this is achieved, these pumps may then be considered for
radioactive industries and duties currently held by oil sealed pumps. This would
then require the temperature tolerances of the pumps to improve Gray, (2008).
Thus the technical issues (on an industrial scale in particular) are unlikely to be
resolved inside of 5 years. Issues relating to energy consumption and the large
mass of the pumps are also relevant. It Is the author's opinion that these will not
be improved upon easily. Lab scale operations offer the best immediate path to
Improvement due to the small size of the pumps.

Another way to look at improving dry pumps is to consider the possibility of
decreasing the number of pumps in the vacuum train. A vacuum pump could be
used in front of the condenser instead of behind. While this would require a larger
vacuum pump than the conventional system, lower permeate pressures are

Research strategies of dry DPDP pumps for other companies could not be ascertained but appear
to be in a similar vane.
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attainable. While this is a very unusual setup Gray (2008) it is plausible Tsuyumoto
et al. (1997). The only constraint is that the vacuum pump in question must be able
to start pumping^ at a backing pressure of 1 atmosphere. The system design is the
same or similar as that In Tsuyumoto et al. (1997).

For simplification purposes, the permeate stream will be considered as one single
stream and will not be split. The pump system and its cost relative to the
conventional system are shown in Table 5-6. One point to recognise is that for the
system to be viable, the service fluid to the condenser must be either incoming
feed or cooling water. The use of refrigeration would not be economical.
Data

2007

2008

HV 30000 + SB 622, c.w. condenser

SB 622, c.w. condenser

0.89

0.74

Item
Recovery system for
dry pump
Cost comparison

Table 5-6; Details of the cost comparison for the modified proposal and relative cost to
conventional system

From the table the system has promise for the 2008 data (i.e. the smaller capacity
system). The viability issues of the previous dry pump system In section 5.5.1.1 are
avoided. Flowever the issues with the mass, control, capacity and effects of
permeate pressure still exist with this system.

5.8.2 'Single vacuum pump solution’
The dry pumping system used previously was deemed to be the most suitable
vacuum system currently available. It can handle the capacity required without
contaminating the permeate with oil. Flowever ongoing research in the area of dry

This does not mean it will exhaust to atmospheric pressure, simply that it can start pumping at this
pressure without incurring damage e.g. curve 3 & 4 in Figure 5-3. Flowever even with such
machines, it is standard practice to have a small standby startup pump in the event of an excursion.
This is included in the cost.
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vacuum pump technology may provide better alternatives. This research in the
vacuum field has long been trying to develop the 'single vacuum pump solution'
i.e. a pump that can exhaust to atmospheric conditions whilst producing vacuum.

Turbomolecular-drag pumps (hybrid pumps) seem to be a promising option for the
single pump solution; Chew et al. (2005); Spagnol, (1998). This would reduce the
number of vacuum pumps, size of vacuum pumps (these pumps are typically in the
300 cm height range) and overall cost and energy requirements. Further, the above
pumps do not have the temperature limitations of other pumps. However the
developments for this technology as evident by the above references and by Gray
(2008) are slow. Few prototypes have to date been developed and these only
partially satisfy the criteria of the single pump solution.

5.9 Key developments for vacuum technology
The key developments for these hybrid pumps or any vacuum pump for this
application are:
1.

Develop the single pumping solution so that no backing pumps or one small

backing pump Is required, and has a reasonable vapour/temperature tolerance.
2.

Increase the capacity of such pumping systems.

3.

Do all of the above whilst providing a pump at the cost of current systems.

Achieving these three objectives would produce a very compact system that may
provide a better alternative to vacuum condensation for PV.
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5.10 Conclusion
In the above scenarios the problems with implementing the proposal using vacuum
pump technology on a lab and industrial scale are highlighted. Firstly significant
technical issues need to be overcome. To allow comparison between the
processes, these were assumed to be insignificant.

A sophisticated design and calculation procedure was developed. Vacuum pump
technology operating independently of refrigerated condensers is not feasible at
present at lab and industrial scales. The lab scale Implementation is hindered by
the temperature limitations inherent to the technology. On an industrial scale,
poor economic performance against the conventional system was seen in all but
one scenario. For this single scenario however, the uncertainties in design
(installation, control, membrane and other costs etc.) are too great and the
reduction in energy costs to small to warrant Its implementation.

The proposals are then re-examined and possible modifications are identified.
Using a system previously proposed, an economically promising system was
produced. While this system cannot be expanded for higher capacities, it certainly
can be used in some current markets. A more detailed analysis of this system is
required. This would involve a detailed design and consultation process with a
vacuum pump/system supplier.

Developments and research in vacuum technology were examined. It was found
that more elegant solutions may be possible for both lab scale and Industrial scale
processes. These proposals are long term (at least 5 years) for industrial system
and medium term (~ 5 years) for lab systems.
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CHAPTER 6

DEFINING THE NEED
PATH TOWARDS BETTER
MODULE DESIGNS FOR
PERVAPORATION
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6

Module design

Abstract
Pervaporation has remained a niche technology. A reason for this is because most
membranes are generally low flux when compared to other membrane processes.
However high flux membranes for PV are now coming on stream.

This creates new challenges for PV. One of these challenges Is to properly integrate
the PV module so both the mass and heat transfer aspects of the operation are
optimised. In this chapter the opportunities for Improving module design are
discussed. Research Into previous attempts that deal with these problems Is
discussed. Evidence is presented to show the possibilities for such improvements.
Through this work, the fundamental need for technology transfer between heat
exchanger designs and membrane module designs is identified as a path forward.

Once this path is identified, the specific methods for producing an improvement
(i.e. turbulence, heat transfer) are identified. These are then incorporated together
and several module designs are presented. These designs are either extensions of
previous work or novel designs.
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6.1

Introduction

PV is a membrane process that combines heat and mass transfer. Inefficiencies
associated with mass and heat transfer have been encountered and studied to a
great extent. The main cause of the mass transfer inefficiency is due to the
formation of a liquid boundary layer on the membrane surface. This boundary
layer Is lean In the permeating component and thus provides a resistance between
the bulk feed and the membrane. This is termed concentration polarisation (CP)
and is caused by the removal of the permeating component.

The heat transfer inefficiency Is mainly caused by the vaporisation of the permeate
across the membrane. This causes a temperature drop from the feed to the
retentate. Thus a flux decline across the membrane is developed. This is referred
to as temperature polarisation (TP). Both of these processes cause a reduction in
PV performance. To solve these problems, the use of high turbulence in the
membrane space is required for the former while the latter requires isothermal
operation.

Current modules lack effective means of providing turbulence and Isothermal
operation in the membrane space. Some attempts have been developed which try
to improve current modules. However, the standard for lab modules Is still very
basic as little of this research has been Incorporated into the designs. Industrial
module

designs

provide

better turbulence

but

do

not

run

Isothermally.

Improvements could be made with regards to Increasing the turbulence and
providing Isothermal operation.

In contrast to PV modules, heat exchanger designs have matured and multiple
designs. Poor performance can be reduced by employing different designs. In
general, the formation of boundary layers analogous to the polarisation effects in
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PV is rarely seen as a major issue as the right heat exchanger can be chosen for a
specific duty.

In this chapter, specific research into module design will be discussed. This
combined with research from other sections of the project will identify possible
Improvements. The need for technology transfer between membrane modules and
heat exchangers will thus be identified. The methods for transferring heat and
creating turbulence adjacent to a membrane surface will be discussed. This will
lead to the development of improved or novel module designs. Their strengths and
weaknesses will be discussed.

6.2

Previous module research

6.2.1 LFS module
Problems have been Identified with these modules. Dead spots and poor
membrane coverage have been seen in several instances Badr (2005); Zhang et al.
(2006). Problems with CP have also been identified by using computational fluid
dynamics Lui et al. (2004). This Is shown in Figure 6-1^. CP Increases along the
length of the module and along the direction of flow (left to right) showing the
Inability of the module to provide good turbulence.

^ In Figure 6-1 the red represents high concentrations of the permeating component whereas blue
represents low concentrations.
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Figure 6-1; Modelling of CP using CFD Lui et al. (2004)

Increasing the performance of these modules lies mainly In reducing the effects of
CP and membrane coverage. Isothermal operation is usually approximated by the
use of small membrane areas.

Other studies have shown these results. An impeller was placed above the
membrane surface to Induce turbulence. Depending upon the system, fluxes
increased between 30-300% Favre (2003).

An Isothermal module was developed on a lab scale by directly heating the
membranes Wnuk (2002). While Increased performance was noted, no further
development of this idea is prevalent. This is probably due to membrane stability
or other practical

Issues

Nunes

(2006).

Another isothermal

module was

implemented by placing a jacket around the module Badr (2005). In this Instance it
was superfluous due to the small membrane area being investigated.
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6.2.2 TRANSTRAM module
Calculations and simulations were performed for a module with this arrangement
Smart et al. (1998). A similar technology was commercialised by Zenon in 1995 (US
EPA 1995); US EPA (1998). While no clear indications about these modules or their
development are available, they could offer a viable arrangement for future
modules.

6.2.3 Spiral wound (SW) modules
In SW modules spacers are often inserted into the flow space to help support the
membrane. These spacers also have the effect of increasing turbulence at the
membrane surface. These effects have been Identified for several types of spacers
Crowder & Gooding (1997).

6.2.4 Tubular 2-phase modules
Isothermal operation has been implemented on a pilot scale device. The
modifications are not to the module but to the feed. The feed is a mixture of a
gas/vapour bubbles and a liquid Fontalvo (2006); Fontalvo et al. (2006). The use of
the bubbles will cause increased mixing at the membrane Interface. Further the
condensation heat of the vapour (If used instead of a gas) can be used to reduce or
eliminate the TP. A comparison of using liquid PV, 2-phase PV using a vapour and
2-phase PV using air is shown in Figure 6-2 Fontalvo et al. (2006).

Significant Improvements over standard laminar PV are possible with 2 phase
vapour being the most effective. Using this idea, a theoretical hybrid distillationmembrane unit was developed. It was concluded from simulation that this Idea
would only be commercially viable for ternary systems. This idea has been used in
other membrane operations to counteract membrane fouling Futselaar et al.
(2008).
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Figure 6-2: Comparison of the various modes of 2-phase PV

6.2.5 HF modules
Several HF module designs have been tested. In one such test, a 'well spaced'
module outperformed modules with no spacers as well as a 'transverse' module
Shepherd et al. (2002). Dean vortices were used with hollow fibres to improve the
mass transfer of HF modules Schnabel et al. (1998). Mass transfer resistances for
HF modules have also been studied Crowder & Cussler (1998). All these studies
concerned removing VOC's from water and showed that increasing the turbulence
In the feed space would have or had beneficial effects.

6.2.6 Modelling of temperature distributions
The temperature distribution at a cross section In a Pervatech tubular module
using ultrasonic topography (UCT) and computational flow dynamics (CFD) were
studied Van der Gulik et al. (2002). The results are shown in Figure 6-3. The
diameters were 14 mm for the outer and 8 mm for the inner diameter.
The figures show broad agreement with perhaps a greater level of detail for UCT.
In general it can be seen that there exists large hot and cold spots showing that the
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fluid mixing throughout the module may not be effective. Further this also means
that large areas of the membrane are not being used effectively.
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Figure 6-3: Temperature distribution by CFD (A) and UCT (B) Van der Gulik et al. (2002)

This analysis was expanded Fontalvo (2006). These results show greater resolution
and better agreement between both methods. Density profiles were also
incorporated. These are shown in Figure 6-4.

Density, kg/m-

868

865

861

856

852

Figure 6-4: Density profile by CFD (left) and UCT (right) Fontalvo (2006)
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Figure 6-4 shows that the distribution of mass or composition in the module (at a
cross section) is not a major issue (density variation is less than 2%). This is as
expected for a system that is not subject to CP. The temperature profiles (not
shown here) also show the effects of TP; as the feed traverses along the length of
the module, the temperature of the feed decreases.

6.2.7 Isothermal versus non isothermal PV
In a study that developed a numerical model for such an operation, isothermal
operation was compared to non-isothermal operation (Villaluenga & Cohen, 2005).
The results are shown In Figure 6-5 & Figure 6-6.

In both cases significant Increases in performance are seen when Isothermal
operation Is used. The increases are so significant that the same operation can be
achieved by using an Isothermal operation at temperatures 30°C below that of
non-isothermal operation.

Figure 6-5: Effect of isothermal operation on permeate concentration
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Another paper compared the use of a Sulzer SMS module and a standard nonisothermal module Schleger et al. (2004). The results are shown in Figure 6-7.
Significant advantages are possible by using the SMS module. The flux decline
across the module is greatly decreased. This is especially true for larger areas.
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Figure 6-7: Comparison of Sulzer SMS with non isothermal module
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6.2.8 Overview of research
The objective of this chapter is to produce module designs that operate turbulently
and isothermally. Examining the possibilities (section 2.3.5 & section 6.2) of
increasing turbulence, it is seen that significant increases have been shown to be
possible. It is clearly evident that producing turbulent flow needs to be addressed.
Isothermal operation as also been shown to produce significant Increases in
performance (section 2.6.3.2, section 4.5.2 & section 6.2).

However research in

the area has been limited with only a single module undergoing extensive
commercial trials.

On this basis it is clear that significant improvements are possible. Moreover
considering the few 'improved' modules exist, a methodology for developing more
improved modules is required.

6.3 Research path
The object of membrane modules Is to provide high performance In terms of mass
transfer. In the words of Baker, (2004) 'Many researchers are astonishingly
uninformed about module design issues'. Thus research into improvement of
module designs is limited. Further in the case of PV these module designs must be
extended to Include the ability to provide high performance In terms of heat
transfer.

An obvious way to improve module designs for PV is to examine other
technologies that provide similar operations. Heat transfer Is an analogous area of
engineering. This mature technology is well developed.

Other membrane

technologies provide the basis for current designs in PV. Thus by combining both
technologies,

module

designs

can

be

intensification.
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Improved.

This

is

called

process

There are a number of methods available for providing mass and heat transfer
Hewitt et al. (1994).
1.

Using a jacket or other similar device attached to the outside of the vessel.
The thermal medium passes through this device and causes the internals of
the vessel to be heated. This provides heat transfer.

2.

A coil or heating tube could be located Inside the vessel or membrane
structure. This coil can be used for heat transfer and can promote mass
transfer. This will be termed 'internal modification'.

3.

Agitation via use of proximity or non proximity impellers or static mixers
could be used to provide Increased mass transfer.

4.

External reheaters which are currently used in Industrial setups (Figure 2-4).

5.

Direct contact between phases for heat transfer purposes could be used.

6.

Different module geometries could be used to increase turbulence.

7.

Different forms of heat transfer for example radiation could be used.

Table 6-1 correlates these ideas with previous research. These options need to be
integrated in a unified manner to allow the development of advanced modules.
The next step is to describe modules incorporating these In a general manner and
assessing their suitability.
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Method

Research

1

Sulzer SMS module Van Veen (2004)
Badr(2006)

2

Pervatech module^

3

Dynamic modules
Schnabel et al. (1998)
Favre (2003)

4

Current industrial design

5

Fontalvo (2006)

6

Gronda et al. (2000)

7

Not found
Table 6-1: Previous implementation of general considerations

6.4 General proposed modules
6.4.1 Jacketed module
While conceptually simple this modification requires the construction of a jacket
around the membrane module. Theoretically this can be applied to any membrane
module. However applying this to a PF module is unlikely to be feasible as the
performance Increases would not be significant due to the complicated internal
structure of the module. SW modules can also be discounted as only one feed
space would be affected. The design with the most potential for Improvement is
the Pervap SMS module. The only path for improvement is to improve upon this
design.

Available at: http://www.mamut.net/PervatechBV/ [accessed at 27-06-2008]
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6.4.2 Internally heated/coiled module
Inserting a coil into the feed space is another conceptually simple method. In most
cases however, it is more prudent to make use of heating tubes or modifications to
the internal structure of the module. These are now discussed.

Inserting a coil into a PF module would prove difficult due to the complicated
geometries. Further the use of baffles like heaters would probably also prove
unsatisfactory. Thus modifying the Internal structure of the module seems
necessary. Figure 6-8 shows how a plate and fin membrane module could be
constructed. This is based on heat exchanger design.
End plate

Figure 6-8; Representation of a PF heat exchanger

The red sections represent flows of heat transfer fluid while the blue represents
the feed. The permeate Is taken off through the membrane wall. Other variations
of this are also possible. For example the feed and permeate streams could flow
beside each other (red and blue sections) separated by the membrane. The outer
layers could thus be used for heat transfer.

The integration of a coil to SW membranes would be simpler than for PF module.
Metal spacers are already used between membrane layers. These could be
augmented to provide electrical heating. Ignoring the coiled option, internally heat
the module is also plausible. While replacing some feed leaves with heating leaves
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is not satisfactory^ other options exist. An isothermal SW module was proposed
for membrane distillation (MD)^ Essentially it is a SW module with an extra leaf
superimposed on the feed leaf. This provides for isothermal operation. Very little
data is available on this module.

Another option Is to use the SW concept in a different method by applying a single
spiral. This concept Is used in spiral heat exchangers. A schematic Is shown In
Figure 6-9 (Alfa Laval, 2008). To apply this to membrane operation, a third flow
space would be needed for the permeate channel.

Figure 6-9: Spiral heat exchanger

For tubular type membranes, heating in the form of tubes would offer the most
satisfactory option. When arranged in a shell and tube format with the feed in the
shell, all that would be required is to replace some membrane tubes with heating
tubes. This Is similar to the Pervatech module but on a larger scale. Various
arrangements could be considered. For tube side flow, an SMS type module would
be required.

Each of the heating leaves \A/ould require a separate feed port
Available at: http://vtfww2.hawaii.edu/~nabil/solar.htm [Accessed at: 27-06-2008].
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6.4.3 Turbulence enhancement
The use of agitators would not be viable when large membrane areas are required
Vane et al. (2005). Larger modules require the use of static mixers in the form of
baffles or distributions to the flow. These are regularly implemented for SW
modules (spacers) and in shell and tube designs (baffles). Any proposed module
should optimise these so as to improve performance. An interesting option would
be the use of alternative geometry tubes as in Figure 6-10.

Figure 6-10: Representation of swirly pipe

The use of dynamic modules for PV at this time is restricted to small membrane
areas as in Vane et al. (2005) until significantly higher flux membranes than
currently available are produced.

6.4.4 Direct contact modules
Use of a 2-phase feed has been considered Fontalvo (2006) and shown to be
successful. This project however did not consider how large scale engineering
designs could be arranged in detail. These designs are well documented for direct
contact heat exchangers and are used regularly. Of these the most promising
design is the packed column. The packing could be made up of tubular type
modules arranged perpendicular to the columns height. The flow of the permeate
would be through the membrane walls. The feed would be supplied in two parts.
Liquid feed would be introduced at the top of the column and vapour feed would
be Introduced at the bottom. This is shown In Figure 6-11. Three products could
possibly be developed, a purified vapour product, a purified liquid product (both
retentate) and the permeate product drawn through the membrane.
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Figure 6-11: Direct contact module with liquid and vapour feeds. The permeate is recovered inside
the membrane tubes

An extension of this is to use a combined PV/VP column. Each membrane module
could be designed so that parts predominately disposed to vapour duty could be of
the VP form whereas liquid duties would be handled by PV membranes.

A final extension is to use a combined membrane distillation column as considered
earlier (Fontalvo, 2006). This could be analysed further as methods for Industrial
implementation and dispersion of the membranes throughout the column were no
considered.
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6.5 Summary of options
A summary of possible modules for research is listed in Table 6-2.

Method

Module

Comments

1

Modified SMS module

Extend Van Venn (2004)

2

Plate and fin module
Electrically heated SW module

Extend Wnuk (1998)

Isothermal MD module
Spiral module

Modify Alfa Laval (2008)

Isothermal shell and tube module

Various designs to be generated

3

Optimise turbulence

Applies to all modules

5

Combined VP PV column
Optimised distillation column

Extend Fontalvo (2006)

Table 6-2: Summary for general proposed modules

Table 6-2 represents the initial stages of the design process. It is clear that In
general there are few ideas that are entirely novel. For example while a plate and
fin module has never been used In PV, Its design for heat transfer is well
understood. Therefore It is likely that to continue further, consultation and
collaboration with appropriate companies would be the optimum choice. The only
module that could be suggested for complete in-house design would be the
isothermal shell and tube module.

6.6 Testing strategy and requirements
6.6.1 Strategy
A four Stage process is required to ascertain the implications of implementing
these designs. First baseline operation is required. This operation is non-isothermal
and turbulence Is supplied by feed flow effects. The next stage is to optimise
turbulence. The third step is to remove the turbulence enhancers and to
Implement isothermal operation. Finally the turbulent-isothermal module is
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tested. This strategy allows the effects of turbulence and isothermal operation to
be compared and tested.

6.6.2 Permeate side pressure drop
Possibly the most important factor in module design in PV is permeate side
pressure drop. This should be minimised in all cases to ensure that the driving
force is maximised. This characteristic will be different for each arrangement and
may limit the size of industrial modules

6.6.3 Membrane area
The requirements for this strategy are as follows. To compare isothermal and nonisothermal operation, a significant membrane area is required to allow a
temperature drop to develop under baseline operation. Using Equation 4-1 and
previous studies this requirement can be set at a minimum of approximately 0.5
m^ depending on the flowrate of the feed and the membrane flux.

This is in

agreement with Ito et al. (1997)

6.6.4 Membrane type and sealing
Both of these are important issues. Current research would seem to be geared
towards producing high performance membrane in ceramics. Thus producing a
module only suited for non-ceramic or polymer membranes could be futile.
Further the sealing of any module of the shape of the membrane would need to be
controlled carefully to ensure that mechanical stability issues are met.

6.6.5 Feed make-up
The feed make-up, specifically what components are used will affect the results
significantly. For dehydrations, turbulence may not be as important as in VOC
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separations. Conversely isothermal operation should be more significant in
dehydrations or other separations where the latent heat of the permeating
component is high. The modules should be tested with at least two separation
types. This allows the most significant effect for the particular separation to be
ascertained.

6.6.6 Feed conditions
Feed temperature is important. While the heat of evaporation will not change
significantly, temperature drops at low feed temperatures could cause freezing of
the feed in a non isothermal module. This would lead to an unworkable operation
and could occur for low temperature operations such as fermentation. Further the
flux temperature relationship Is also affected by the starting temperature.
Generally at lower temperatures, the relationship flattens. Feed flow will also be
an important factor. Its affects on recovery will have to be carefully monitored.

6.7 Conclusions
The need for new strategies in the design of modules for PV has been Identified.
The extent of Improving upon current designs has been shown to be significant.
Process Intensification by combining heat transfer and mass transfer technology is
put forward as the research path. Module designs under this process have been
proposed. A scheme for testing any resulting modules has also been Identified. By
following this strategy, suitable designs for PV can be designed. Any such process
will however probably need collaboration with other expertise areas and
companies.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION:
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7

Overall conclusions

Literature review
The main outcomes from the literature review are as follows
1. The aspects that affect pervaporation performance were Identified. A more
comprehensive study on the effects of permeate pressure was found to be
required.
2. A strategy for designing better module designs was also found to be required.
This came about by examining the possible improvements in reducing
polarisation effects and studies that compared Isothermal and non-isothermal
operation. From this it was concluded that it was more beneficial to try and
reduce the polarisation effects rather than model them.
3. To commence scale-up studies, modules of similar design are required. This
was not available for this project.

Effects of permeate pressure
A classification system was tested and found to be useful for comparisons during
membrane development stages but not for engineering design purposes. It was
suggested that the effects of permeate pressure primarily depend on the membrane
being applied.

Membrane development
In membrane development there Is a drive to maximise both flux and selectivity.
However the analysis presented in chapter four shows that ranges exist where
selectivity is significant. Beyond these ranges increasing the selectivity is not
significant. Further considering that increasing selectivity has an adverse impact on
flux, a process to maximise selectivity is not suitable. The selectivity of a membrane
should thus be designed to conform to the values presented and once these values are
obtained, flux should be optimised.
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Vacuum technology
Vacuum technology is not currently viable independent of a refrigerated condenser on
an industrial scale. Only one system was found that showed promise. This system was
atypical of a vacuum system and Intensive consultation with vacuum expertise or
company would be required before deciding on an experimental path.

On the lab scale, the potential for using the technology Is great. However current
technology is not able to handle the temperatures involved in typical PV processes. To
that end the research trends for such technologies were Identified. While there may be
possible improvement in the area, it is not the main goal of vacuum researchers. Thus
it is expected that an approximate timeframe of five years is required for these
advances to occur.

Research into vacuum technology may provide more suitable and efficient solutions.
Current research is trying to develop a 'single vacuum pump solution'. This would
allow the reduction of the number of pumps. Thus energy efficiency and cost issues
should Improve. This is a long term goal as to date only a small number of prototypes
(that achieve partial performance) have been produced.

Module design
A module design capable of generating high levels of turbulence and isothermal
operation is required. Current modules are limited by the effects of concentration and
temperature polarisation. Literature data shows that the potential for significant
Improvements in module design by addressing these limitations is possible. By
applying process intensification principles to membrane modules and heat exchanger
designs, several novel module designs were proposed. It is clear that collaboration
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with other institutions or companies is required to further develop this research area
and allow the testing and construction of these modules.
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Appendix A - Degradation of lab vacuum pump
The vacuum pump used in the laboratory for previous studies was an Innovac 20
vacuum pump^ Largartos (ND). The ultimate vacuum of this pump is 8 mbara. This
pump was used to recover the permeate gases directly from the membrane module
as shown in Figure A-1.

Figure A-1: Set up of the dry vacuum pump recovery system

Approximately two hundred hours of runs were completed with the permeate
temperature ranging from SO-TO^C. This is above the recommended temperature of
40"C of the pump.

Thus prior to commencement of experiments in the project, the pump was tested for
its ultimate vacuum level. The level had decreased to approximately 20-50 mbara.
This reduction in ultimate pressure shows the damaged caused to the PTFE
diaphragm by the thermal shock. As a general rule all lab vacuum pumps except for
the TM family are limited to a max operating temperature of AO^C.

To solve this problem Figure A-2 could be implemented.

^ Available at: http://pdf.directindustrv.com/pdf/charles-austen/innovac-laboratorv-pump/1212311584- l.html and http://pdf.directindustrv.com/pdf/charles-austen/innovac-laboratorvpump/12123-11584- 2.html [last accessed on 18 August 2010]
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Figure A-2: Revised setup for dry pump recovery system

Several problems exist with this setup.

Firstly dry pumps cannot handle large

amounts of vapour. Simply vapour ingress into the pump should be avoided.
Secondly the cooler would be difficult to control so as to avoid condensation and
vapour ingress into the pump. This is due to the tiny amount of permeate involved
and the changing flow of the permeate over the course of the experiment.

Thus unless boiling point of the fluid entering the vacuum pump is below the
acceptable/expected inlet and discharge temperature of the vacuum pump at the
appropriate pressure, the process cannot be safely applied on a lab scale.
Implications for this scenario are discussed In the next section for Industrial systems.
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Appendix B - Cost breakdown of lab comparison
In Figure 5.8 a cost comparison is presented for lab scale units. The breakdown of the
costs is as follows. There are three systems that can be used on a lab scale to recover
the permeate from a PV process. These systems are
1.

Ideal dry vacuum pump system (no pump degradation as in Section 9.1)

2.

Liquid N2 entrapment system

3.

Refrigerated bath system

The main costs involved in these systems will be the capital costs rather than the
operating costs assuming that labour costs are zero. Indeed the capital cost far
exceeds the operating costs. The graph therefore compares the capital cost of setting
up a new permeate recovery system and the operating costs for 600 hours of
operation. This is the time required for approximately 60 to 120 experiments or
approximately one year's operation. All costs were taken form

Table B.l shows the cost breakdown for each system. Unless otherwise stated the
costs are taken from Jencons (2006), BOC Edwards (2007) and Fisher Scientific (2005).
(Note that ignoring items that cost less than €100 gives a similar relative cost index.)

B-1

Item

Refrigerated

Liquid N2 system

Dry pump
system

bath

Capital
BOC Edwards

BOC Edwards

BOC Edwards

RV8 2im

RV8 2700

XDSlOmi

4500'

0

0

Condenser

0

0

150

Vacuum controller

0

0

1000

Vacuum pump
Refrigerated Bath

25 L

N2 storage
0

750

0

Gloves

40

60

0

Tipping stand

0

600

0

Dewar*2

0

300

0

Flasks

40

40

5.8

Vacuum tubing

Vacuum tubing

80

80

80

BOC Edwards

BOC Edwards

BOC Edwards

CG16K

CG16K

CG16K

450

450

450

Temperature gauge

300

300

300

Fittings (estimate)

200

200

200

Piping

Vacuum gauge

Operating
Refrigerant

0
50

(estimate)

21.06

Electricity

66

0

19.8

8397.06

5530

6517.60

152

100

118

Total
Relative cost index

Table B-1: Cost breakdown

^ System comprises Julabo F25 ED refrigerated bath circulator, bath lid and water bath (Jencons, 2006)
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Appendix C - Arrangement of vacuum pumps in
proposals
C.1

Dry vacuum pump arrangement

Schematically, the recovery of the permeate using an ideal vacuum pump system is
shown in Figure A-1. This is not feasible as discussed in section 5.3 7 section 5.5.1.1.
The first step to describing the vacuum train is to identify the number of pumps
involved. Data from Pfizer (2007) will be used in this instance.

The first step is to choose pump 1, the 'workhorse'. This pump will be placed closest
to the membranes and will work to produce the lowest vacuum. This it will require
the highest throughput. The capacity required can be calculated assuming that the
permeate is pure steam. By using the specific volume of the steam, the mass flow of
the permeate can be converted to a volumetric flowrate. This is the required
throughput or capacity of the pump. Its value at 10 mbara is
Q= 13213.44 m^hr'^

Using BOC Edwards product line, the only pumps that can handle these flowrates In
the required pressure range are the high differential booster pumps BOC Edwards
(2007). The HV 14000 and HV 30000 are chosen. The outlet conditions of the gases
are shown in Table C-1.

Pump

Max outlet pressure

Max operating

Outlet capacity

(mbara)

temperature (°C)

(m^hr*)

HV 14000

44

40

3014

HV 30000

39

20-40

3898

Table C-1: Outlet parameters after workhorse of the permeate gases
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The second pump can be sized using the same procedure. It will need to handle the
outlet capacity in Table C-1. The two most likely pumps to be used as the 622
superblower and the SN 7000. The inlet temperature tolerances for these pumps are
40-70°C. The outlet conditions of the gases from these pumps are shown in table A
5.2. The data refers to use with the HV 30000. Use with the HV 14000 would produce
slightly smaller outlet capacities.
Pump

Max outlet pressure

Max outlet

Outlet capacity

(mbara)

temperature (°C)

(m^hr**)

622 Superblower

367

177

364

SN 7000

224

>80

595

Table C-2: Outlet parameters after the second pump of the permeate gases

The final step is to size pump 3, the 'primary" pump. The capacity of the entire
vacuum system will be principally governed by this pump (hence the term 'primary
pump'). This pump is deliberately over-sized to ensure practical operation. The IDX
1000 or the GV600 are the most suitable pump.

The temperature tolerance for these pumps is restricted to 40°C. The condensation
temperatures at the outlet pressures listed in Table C-2 are approximately 73.4“C and
86°C. This is above the temperature limitations of the pumps. Thus this pumping
system Is not viable. Future comparisons will ignore this issue and assume that the
system is viable.

Thus the system (assuming viability) is shown in Figure C-1. The coolers prior to each
pump ensure that the temperature tolerances of the pump are met. These have to be
tightly controlled to avoid vapour ingress into the pumps.

C-2

Figure C-1: Vacuum pump train for industrial use

C1.1 Ejector systems
For ejector systems, the problems with temperature tolerances listed above would be
avoided. The typical setup for a three stage ejector assembly with barometric
condensers is shown in Figure C-2^.
steam

Water

Water

Steam

Discharge

Figure C-2: Three stage ejector assembly

^ Available at http://w\A/w.s-k.com/pages/pro 06 02.html [last accessed on 18 August 2010]
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Other setups are possible. High pressure steam enters the booster ejector. This
passes through a nozzle with increases Its velocity. This motion entrains the incoming
gases and generates a vacuum pressure. Condensate is removed and the process is
repeated in the next two ejectors. The final outlet pressure of the gases will be
intermediate of the steam pressure and the vacuum pressure. The sizing of such
systems is best achieved by consultation with suppliers and their data sheets.
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Appendix D - Process flow diagram of industrial
operation

o

^Retentate
Inerts

> Permeate

Figure D-1: Process flow diagram for industrial operation

The diagram shows that the feed is split between three membrane systems in
parallel, each containing three membrane modules in series. The heat exchanger
symbols (seven in total) represent the location of heat input to the system and not
the number of heat exchangers. In the industrial system, three heat exchangers
provide all heat input.
The dotted box surrounding the membrane systems represents that the permeate
side of each membrane is connected and thus held under vacuum. In the industrial
operation this is achieved by integrating all the permeate side membranes into a
single vacuum vessel. The permeate recovery system consists of a refrigerated
vacuum condenser that condenses the permeate vapours and an offline vacuum
pump. Service fluid lines are not shown.
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Appendix E - Industrial cost comparison
E.1

Basis

The equipment is sized and costs are assigned to the following basis (see also Table 53 and Table 5-4):
Equipment

Sizing basis

Feed pump

Pump curves from Speck pumps'

Membrane area for current operation

Hartnett (2007), Hartnett (2008)

Membrane area for proposals

Table 5-2 and analysis in Chapters 3 and 4

Heat exchangers, refrigeration and steam supply

Capacity sized directly from energy balances using
appropriate service fluids (water, steam, glycol)

Vacuum pumps

BOC Edwards (2007) pump curves

Ejectors

Schutte and Koerting^

Equipment

Cost basis

Feed pump

BOC Edwards (2007)

PV module cost

Seider et al. (2004)

Heat exchangers

Seider et al. (2004)

Vacuum pumps

BOC Edwards (2007)
Varian Technologies (2006)
BOC Edwards (2007)

Ejectors

Varian Technologies (2006)
Electricity

0.11 €/kW

Steam

0.008 €/kg

Refrigeration unit

Seider et al. (2004)

Module replacement (every three years)

Sommer et al. (2002)

Maintenance vacuum

Tengler (2004)
Table E-1: Equipment list

Other costs such as piping were based on data from Seider et al. (2004) which
estimates these costs as a percentage of equipment costs. Labour costs were not
included In the analysis. According to Hartnett (2007) the PV unit needs little more
than monitoring during normal operation. Data on the control system used was not
available and Is therefore not estimated.

^ www.speck-tq.com/fenv/xiaopump/speckcl/speck%20cv5091.pdf
^ www.s-k.com/paRes/pro 06 02.html [last accessed on 21 October 2008)
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Once the costs were calculated, a timeline basis of six years was chosen. This was
chosen based on the lifetime of a vacuum pump train. Such a train would require a
major overhaul or replacement every six years (Tengler, 2004). The next step was to
annualise the costs. The net present value process was used and incorporated salvage
value. This produced a final output, the net present value of the process. In total ten
distinct systems were then compared so as to generate Table 5-2 which shows the
best performing proposals versus the conventional process. A spreadsheet showing
this calculation Is available from the supervisors of this project.

E.2
E.2.1

Sample calculation: 2008 data conventional system
Feed pump

The mass flowrate of the feed stream is known from Table 5-3. This Is composed of
ethanol and water. The flowrate can be estimated using

Equation E-1: mass balance

Where Q Is the volumetric flowrate, M Is the mass flowrate of the feed, p is the
density, x is the composition and subscripts e and w refer to ethanol and water
respectively.
Q=0.54m^h‘^
The Speck pump CY-5901 is suitable for this flowrate. This pump also needs to
generate a pressure head to overcome pressure losses due to the membranes and
heat exchangers. The total pressure losses across the unit is estimated as 5.8 bar
comprising of losses across the membrane modules (1.85 bar), heat exchangers (2
bar) and other losses (1.95 bar). The pump chosen is suitable for this pressure.
The cost of this pump is €4230. The energy usage is 1.5kW.
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E.2.2

Vacuum pump

To estimate the cost of a vacuum pump it size, operating pressure and type (i.e. dry
scroll compressor or oil screw compressor for example) need to be known. For the
conventional system, a small oil filled pump will suffice as the pump does not directly
handle the process stream. The pump used in the operation has a capacity at 10
mbara of approximately 25 m^h'^ (Hartnett, 2007). From BOC Edwards (2007) the
E2IVI40 will be sufficient to meet this demand.
Cost of Vacuum pump: Approximately €7500
Electricity requirement normal operation: 0.75kW.

E.2.3

Sample heat transfer calculation": Feed steam heater

The heat duty required to bring the feed to lOOX is estimated using

Q = MC^AT
Equation E-2: Heat balance

Where Q is the heat duty, Cp is the heat capacity of the stream and AT is the
temperature difference between the hot and cold streams.
Total feed heating required: 25.1 kW.

This duty can be reduced by employing the use of heat recovery from other streams
where possible. In the conventional system this is accomplished by using the waste
heat contained In the final retentate to preheat the feed. Before this can be
estimated the temperature of the retentate stream needs to be calculated.

For all heat transfer calculations, the approach temperature is set at 15°C.
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As the feed passes over the membrane surface in PV, a temperature drop is seen due
to the vaporisation of the permeating components. Thus the temperature of the
retentate will be lower than that of the feed. To calculate this temperature drop a
combined mass and energy balances as described in Section 4.5.1 was used across
each membrane. Using this system the final retentate temperature was calculated to
be 95.779^. Using this temperature the amount of heat available from the retentate
can be calculated as 18 kW. The subtraction of this figure from the total required
heating yields the amount of external heat required.
External feed heating: 7.1 kW.
This external heating is provided by low pressure saturated steam at approximately 5
bar. To convert this to a mass flow, the heat duty is provided by the heat of
vaporisation or condensation of the steam (2109 kJkg'^).
Amount of steam for feed heating: 12.12 kgh'^. The cost of the steam can thus be
found.

To calculate the cost of the heat exchanger, the method employed in Seider et al.
(2004) Is used. The first step is to choose the type of heat exchanger. Since the duty is
small, a double pipe exchanger is suitable. The next step is to estimate the area. This
can be achieved by using the following
Q = UAM
Equation E-3: Exchanger area calculation

Where U is the overall heat transfer coefficient for heat transfer, and A is the
exchanger area. The value for U is estimated at 818 Wm"^K^. (Sinnott et al. 1999).
The area required for heat transfer Is 0.16m^.

To estimate the cost of this exchanger the following equation is used.
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Cost—CbFfjF itiFl
Equation E-4: Cost estimate for exchanger

Where Cb is the base cost and is calculated as e

(7.1248+0.16ln(A))

The correction factors (FbFmFj are for pressure, materials of construction and length.
These are set as 1,2 and 1 respectively signifying that normal pressures are used,
stainless steel is the material of construction and the construction is standard length
and shells etc.
Exchanger cost: €1844.
This process for estimating the steam costs and the exchanger costs are repeated for
each exchanger (feed retentate heater, inter-module reheaters and permeate
condenser).
Total cost of heat transfer equipment: €12714.

E.2.4

Membrane module cost

A simple correlation is provided by Seider et al. (2004) to estimate the cost of a PV
module based upon membrane area as follows
Cost =30A
Equation E-5: Cost of a PV module

Where the area A is measured In ft^.

Thus the membrane module cost is estimated as approximately €87117. Using data
from Sommer et al. (2002) this estimate was found to be reasonable.
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E.2.5

Total equipment cost

The total cost of the equipment is approximately €118632.

E.2.6

Membrane replacement

The cost of replacing the membranes is estimated using data from Sommer et al
(2002). Membrane replacement for a lifetime of six years will happen once at the end
of year three. The cost is calculated as being approximately 50% of the original
purchase cost.
Cost of membrane replacement: €40106.

E.2.7

Annual steam and electricity costs

Steam and electricity costs are estimated by summing the appropriate figures and
multiplying by the unit cost. Steam is used for the heat exchangers while electricity is
used to power the feed, vacuum pump and the refrigeration unit. The annual costs
are
•

Steam: €1591

•

Electricity: €3835

E.2.8

Annual refrigeration costs

The refrigeration used is glycol (Hartnett, 2008). Since the duty involved is small, the
cost of purchasing the glycol is assumed to be €1000. This is replaced every year.

E.2.9

Annual maintenance costs

The maintenance costs are split into two areas. The maintenance for the vacuum
pumps can be estimated using the data in Tengler (2004) as a basis. Maintenance for
ail the other equipment is taken as 3.5% of all the other capital equipment (Seider et
al, 2004).
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Cost of vacuum maintenance: Variable with year: €2000 - €7000
Other maintenance costs: €3890.

E.3

Net present value

Using these figures the net present value method can be applied. The annual costs
are calculated for each year. The capital or equipment costs are estimated for year
zero (start of year 1). The salvage costs are Issued as follows
•

Salvage of vacuum train: 35% of capital costs (Tengler, 2004)

•

Salvage of membrane modules: 54% of capital costs (Sommer et al 2002)

•

Other items: 25% of capital costs

The discount rate or rate of return Is taken as 10%. The basic formula used In this
process Is as follows

Npv

=

y

—

Where Rt is the cash flow, I is the discount rate and n is the year In which the cash
flow occurs. For year 0 the cash flow is the capital costs of the equipment for
example.

E.4

Difference between proposals and conventional system

In the proposed dry systems the vacuum pump costs will be much higher as the
system is much larger and consists of more expensive pumps (Appendix B). However
the use of the larger vacuum pumps allows the use of lower permeate pressures.
From Section 3.4, this has a direct impact on the performance of the system. This is
Incorporated into the mass balances. The effect is to reduce the area per module but
the number of modules does not decrease. This Is because the concentration gradient
over the membrane and therefore the temperature drop across the membrane must
be kept the same as that used in the industrial operation. This ensures that that a
realistic operation is achieved.
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Where ejectors are used, the capital costs of the vacuum system do not increase as
much. However large steam costs are seen when using this system. Ejector curves are
used to size the unit and calculate the amount of steam used.

Another difference is that since the permeate stream can be reused for heating
purposes and thus the amount of steam required is reduced. However the heat
exchanger costs increase due to the internal load on the exchangers. The gain or loss
is found by repeating Section E.2.3 using Figure 5-9.

E.5

Error

This comparison will undoubtedly contain significant errors as direct cost data from
equipment manufacturers were not always available. For example between the two
proposals, I installation costs (which are not estimated directly) will differ hugely.
Further costs taken as a percentage (such as piping) may not be equal In percentage
terms. Control system costs are also significant omissions. However in the vast
majority of omissions It is felt that their impact on the analysis as presented
(proposals not viable) would have little impact.
1.

Most of the omissions would be more costly for the proposal. For example in
control costs, a large vacuum pump assembly and a reheating process via the
permeate stream would have to be controlled as compared to the vacuum
refrigeration process of the conventional system. Therefore It is the cost of
the proposal that is most likely underestimated and what is presented is the
best case scenario for the proposals. Even under the best case conditions, the
proposal was still inferior.

2. Since the proposal cannot be tested under long term conditions in the lab (see
Section 9.1) a high margin of safety has to be assigned to the comparison. In
other words for the proposals to be considered viable, they would have to
have have significantly outperformed the current system for industrial scale.
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At best, the proposal decreased costs over a six year term by ten percent. This
is not enough in the author's opinion to justify the construction of a pilot test
unit without detailed consultation with a vacuum systems supplier.
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Appendix F - Sample calculations for Chapter 4
Detailed below are the sample calculations for selectivity of 40 and other process
data contained in Table 5-2. This process was used to generate the various figures in
Chapter 4.

F.1

Calculation of Jn

To calculate Jn, the data of Table 5-2 and Table E-1 are used; this shows the overall
flux for the entire system. For the 2007 data the calculation is as follows:

J,

A
11A
=

F.2

0.25kg /

hr

Figure 4-1

The definition of selectivity for a binary system is as follows.

a

a

(Equation F-1)

=

is the membrane selectivity and in this instance the float variable which we investigate
denotes the mass fraction

F, P, R

denotes the feed, permeate or retentate respectively

w, e

denotes water or ethanol respectively
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Further for a binary system:

x'’ +X'’ =1

Substituting for X'’ and rearranging yields:

ax:

x:

{Equation F-2)

X^ \-\-a

From Table 5-2:

= 0.15. Below the calculation is resolved using a = 40.
40*0.15

A'.!,’ =

0.85

+ 40

^0.15^

= 0.876

v0.85y

To generate the curve shown in Figure 4-1, different values of a are used.

F.3

Figure 4-2

....
.
The overall mass balances gives:

^

A component mass balance gives:

Mj,Xl = MpXl + Mj^X^

From Table 5-2:

‘

p

+ Mr,

M,, = 550 kg/hr.

The membrane area {300m^) for the industrial application is shown in Table 5-2.
From Table 5-2 X^ = 0.15 and using a = 40. then X^ = 0.876 as shown in section F.2.
Thus Mp can be calculated; Mp - 75 kg/hr
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Only two unknowns remain: MandA"^. These can be solved using the overall and
component mass balance respectively.

Solving for M,
= M,. - M, = M, - AJ^ = 550 - (300 * 0.25) = 475kg / hr

Solving for X'^

At-^ 550*0.15-75*0.876

M,

475

To generate the curve shown in Figure 4-2, different values of a are used.

F.4

Figure 4-3

Overview
As the selectivity increases; - more of the permeate is comprised of the impurity that
is being removed. Thus at a higher selectivity less permeate flowrate Is required to
remove the same mass flowrate of impurity. Hence, If the total flux remains constant
a smaller area is required to achieve the same retentate purity.

This effect Is compounded by the fact that at a higher selectivity less of the desired
product will have permeated, and thus more of the desired product will remain in the
retentate - thus Increasing the retentate purity further for a given area.
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In Figure E-1 the industrial system is described. The flow-sheet shows that there are
three banks of modules in parallel with each bank containing three modules in series.
To consider the effect of selectivity on membrane, it is best to consider only one
module at a time. This is because membrane selectivity is dependent on feed and
permeate concentrations and therefore

maybe on

membrane

location. The

membrane flux will also vary due to the change In concentrations causing a decrease
In the driving force as the feed concentration decreases. For this purpose only
module 'V in the figure will be investigated.

The flux value for module Is obtained directly from the industrial permeate flow-rate.

,
Mp \6kg/hr
J, = —- =----^= 0.48^e / hr
'
A
33.33m'

The flow-rate of the feed Is given as 183.33 kg/hr as per table 5.3 (550/3) and the
area per module is 33.33 m' (300/9).
From Table 5-2

- 0.15 [X‘^ = 0.85) and using a= 40. then X^ - 0.876 as shown

previously in Section F.3.
Using the overall and component mass balances as shown previously In Section F.3
Mp and

can be calculated as 167.34 kg/hr and 0.08 respectively.

After setting up this calculation scheme, the area required at each selectivity needs to
be compared. The area for the industrial scheme Is known (33.33 m') but this Is only
correct at the industrial performance. The above case uses a selectivity different from
the industrial case (40 versus 561) and so the area has to be inspected In closer detail.
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The first step is to set a target value for X^. In this case the target value will be set as
0.07 in accordance with Table 5-3 April 2007 data. The above example cannot resolve
to this target without increasing the area. However a change in the area will lead to a
change in Ji which in turn leads to a changing Mp which leads to a change in Ji. This
is an example of a circular calculation where changing one parameter leads to
changes that are not Independent of that parameter (i.e. the subsequent changes can
cause the original parameter to change). To avoid this, the assumption of a constant
Ji is made. This is made on the basis of the feed concentration being constant. Data
for the effects of permeate concentration on flux are not available.

Once this assumption is made the circular calculation is broken. With Ji the area can
be changed to meet the specification required using a simple iteration with the goal
seek function In Excel.

is the set cell, the value is set to 0.07 and the cell to be

changed is the area. A sample Is shown below.
Feed
F
A
Xw
Xe

183
37
0
0

333
926
'50
850

Permeate
P
•Xw
Xe
Retentate
R
X'^v

Xe

[

◄N 29

18204
0876
0'24

165 '29
0 070l
0 930

Flux

0-30
40

Selectivity

N 40

Goal Seek

3

Set cell:

NIO

[5^1

To value:

0 07

By changing cell:

$K1$29

Cancel

OK
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An area of 37.926

is the result for an a = 40. To obtain other areas the value of

selectivity is varied and resolved via goal seek.

For the next module the feed properties are the retentate properties from the first
module. The calculation can be continued for each subsequent module (in his case 3
modules In total) again following the profile set out in Table 5-3.

The final area

shown In Figure 4-3 is the addition of all the calculated areas.

The results for a bank of membranes at each selectivity are shown below.
Selectivity

Area module 1

Area module 2

Area module 3

40

37.97

38.10

36.04

100

34.87

35.10

34.39

561

33.33

33.33

33.33

2000

33.00

33.00

32.80

Table F-1: Membrane areas for various se ectivity values.

The module areas remain largely constant as the module number increases. Thus for
this case the effect can be assumed constant over the modules.

F.5

Figure 4-5

In the previous analyses, the effect of selectivity was examined. Now in addition to
varying selectivity, the membrane flux will also be varied simultaneously. This will
give an indication of what occurs when the flux factor does vary. There are 6 different
data sets each containing a low, medium or high flux and a low, medium or high feed
concentration. Flux J is set at a low and high value. From the previous section the
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analysis can be carried out over the entire area as the changes in selectivity on
different modules can legitimately be assumed constant.
Data set

J

1

0.27

0.15

2

0.05

0.15

3

0.54

0.3

4

0.05

0.3

5

0.9

0.5

6

0.05

0.5

Table F-2: Range of parameters used In the analysis for Figure 4-5

The mass flowrate and membrane area are taken from Table 5-2. The area is being
kept constant to see which parameter has the greatest influence; this will not change
with respect to area.

is known, as shown above, allowing the calculation of Mp.

From equation F-1 and using a = 40, then
and

can be solved as shown in Section F.3.
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= 0.876 as shown in Section F.2. Mp
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